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A judge found probable cause Wednesday
to move the case of a Murray woman
charged in the shooting death of her husband to Calloway Circuit Court.
Judge Randy Hutchens made his determination following the preliminary hearing of
Michelle Baxter in Calloway District Court
Wednesday morning. Baxter is charged with
murder and tampering with physical evidence in the death of her husband. Buddy
Baxter. on May 30 in the Canterbury neighAP Photo / Tony Dejak
Ariel Castro walks into the courtroom during his arraignment Wednesday. June 12. 2013, in Cleveland. Castro.
52. is accused of holding three women captive in his
Cleveland home for about a decade. He pleaded not guilty
to hundreds of charges, including rape and kidnapping.

Defense hints
at plea in Ohio
kidnapping case
By THOMAS J. SHEEFtAN
Associated Press
CLEVELAND (AP) — A man accused of holding three
women captive in his home for about a decade pleaded not guilty
Wednesday. and the defense hinted that it would like to avoid
trial with a plea agreement if the death penalty was ruled out.
Attorney Craig Weintraub addressed the death penalty issue
after.itis client, 52-year-old Aridl Castro, pleaded not guilty to
hundreds of charges including rape and kidnapping.
Castro, dressed in an orange jail outfit with his hands and
ankles shackled and a full dark beard grown in jail, kept his chin
tucked on his chest through the brief court appearance. He didn't
speak or glance at his two attorneys standing by his side.
Weintraub said the defense was working to avoid an "unnecessary trial" involving the death penalty. Current charges Castro
faces involving an alleged forced miscarriage don't include death
penalty specifications, but the prosecutor says that's under
review.
"Mr. Castro currently faces hundreds of years in prison with
the current charges." Weintraub said after the arraignment. "It is
our hope that we can continue to work toward a resolution to
avoid having an unnecessary trial about aggravated murder and
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Baxter case sent to Circuit Court
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North northeast wind 5 to 9
mph.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 83. Northeast wind
around 6 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 66.
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 88. South
wind 3 to 5 mph.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 71.
South wind around 6 mph.
Sunday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly
sunny, with a high near 89.
South southwest wind around
7 fnPtiSunday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 71. South southwest
wind around 6 mph.

One person died early
Wednesday morning in a house
fire in Hazel.
Hazel Fire Chief Brian Rose
said his department responded
with seven firelighters at about
4:45 a.m. to a mobile home at
820 Third St.. at the intersection
of Lavender Street. He said the
entire south end of the structure
was engulfed in flames when
they arrived.
Calloway County -Fire-Rescue
was also dispatched and
responded with seven units and
JOHN WRIGHT
Ledger& limes photos
20 volunteers. CCFR Chief
Tommy Morgan said two FWD
Kentucky
firefighters were attacking the (Above)
blaze when his first units arrived State Fire Marshal's
on the scene. He said a short Office Investigator
time later, a body was discov- Bill Compton (right)
ered in the south portion of the is shown with a
home, summoning Calloway Calloway County
County Coroner Rick Harris to Fire-Rescue firethe scene.
fighter Wednesday
"It was 6:10 when I pro- morning at the
nounced the body as dead," said scene of a fatal
Harris,explaining that'thename mobile home fire on
of the victim is expected to be Third Street in
released sometime today. "We Hazel.(Right) Hazel
have an autopsy scheduled in
Fire Chief Brian
Madisonville for 8:30 in the
Rose (top right)
morning (Thursday). We are 99
with Compton
chats
percent sure who it is. but we
Godsey
Ricky
and
want to be 100 percent. We do
investiarson
(left),
have dental records that should
gator for Kentucky
help with that."
State Police Post 2
in Madisonville.
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Library Board discusses planning session, new trustees
The Calloway County Public Library
Board of Trustees convened for its monthly
meeting Wednesday and discussed the
upcoming strategic planning session and
review of applications from people who
want to become trustees.
Board Chairwoman Nancy Mieure said
the board's all-day session to form a strategic plan for the library would be at the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of

(Reg $299.99)
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Showcase Your Dining Room

31

Calloway County 911 Dispatch reported
that a woman, believed to be Baxter, had
reported that her husband was beating her
and that he had been shot inside their home
on Oxford Drive. The call came in at 12:35
p.m.. she said.
Also under questioning. Clere said a male,
identified as Christopher Miller. 24, whom
she identified as Michelle Baxter's son,said
he received a call from Michelle Baxter at
11:34 a.m.

Wednesday morning fire
claims life of one in Hazel

By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Two Sections- 12 Pages
6A
Arts
1B-313
Classifieds
4B
Comics
5A
Community
5A
Datebook
4A
Obituaries
7A,8A
Sports

borhood of Murray.
Hutchens set an Aug. 12
court date for Baxter in
Calloway Circuit Court
after listening to the testimony of Murray Police
Department's Det. Angel
Clere. the only person to
testify Wednesday.
Under questioning from
County
Calloway
Commonwealth Attorney
Mark Blankenship,Clere told the court that

Commerce headquarters on Saturday. June
22, and would last from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Among those in attendance will be the five
existing trustees, Library Director Mignon
Pittman and three community representatives, Jane Shoemaker, Lisa Shoemaker and
Mark Welch.
Murray State University's dean of university libraries, Adam Murray. will act as the
external library expert and Susan Dunman
will act as the regional Kentucky
Departments for Libraries and Archives
consultant from District I . Mieure said it is

ome an
register for our
Seth Anniversary

Grand Prize
Giveaway

still being determined who will attend the
session to represent the city and county governments.
In other business, Mieure said the
Calloway County Fiscal Court plans to pass
an ordinance setting the date ranges for
library trustees' future terms at its next
meeting. She said the library had received
16 applications for new trustees. The board
will send the court a total of 10 names to
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From Front
consider so that magistrates will
have two names from which to
choose for each position.
Mieure said she would email the
applications to trustees so they
could rank them to narrow the
list down to 10.

Ledger & Times photo

From Front
Clere testified that an investigation showed no history of
domestic violence between
Michelle and Buddy Baxter. She
did say that Michelle Baxter
was sporting redness and
swelling under her left eye when
she was arrested.
Clere testified that Michelle
Baxter had blood on her clothes

when she was arrested and said
that Michelle Baxter said this
was because she had attempted
to perform CPR on her husband.
Clere said evidence supported
that.
Clere said gunshot wounds
have been ruled as the cause of
Buddy Baxter's death. She said
two gunshot wounds were found
on his body,one to the shoulder
and one to his lower left side.

CRIME 111011I
STOPPERS

Clere said a ballistics test on a
gun found at the scene has not
been performed, yet, but is
expected to be done.
Buddy Baxter was a civilian
defense contractor for the
United States military, it was
noted.
Clere said Buddy Baxter was
scheduled to report for a mission in Kuwait the day he died.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.

407 Poplar Street • Murray, KY 42071
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3.00D+ SQUARE FEET OF LIVING AREA IN THIS
TRADMONAL HOME' Located in Canterbury
Subdivision this borne has had recent updates which
include roof. HvAC and creative concrete on both driveways. 2 bedrooms.11f2 bathrooms on the main kvel and
I bedroom. I full bathroom bonus hying area, and office
which could be used as a atti bedroom all localal in the Man Wooldndge
walk-out basement Priced at $199,900. AILS 171021
270-293-2045

711 \lain St.

PERFECT LOCATION! This 3 bedroom. I
1/2 bath home features beautiful hardwood
floors, crown molding and fixtures. Spacious
floor plan includes a large living room, formal dining room and a kitchen/den. There is
a large covered back deck that is perfect for
entertaining or just relaying. Priced at John KoPPenth
270-293-3174
$126900. MLS 170/313

www.murraykyrealestate.com
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fellow musicians saying they
never suspected a thing. He was
fired as a bus driver last fall
after leaving his bus unattended
for several hours.
Castro has been held on $8
million bail. Last week he was'
taken off suicide prevention
watch in jail. Cuyahoga County
jail logs show him spending
most of his time sleeping, lying
on his bunk, watching TV and
occasionally drawing.
Castro was arrested May 6,
shortly after one of the women
broke through a door and yelled
to neighbors for help.
She told a police dispatcher in
a dramatic 911 call: "Help me.
I'm Amanda Berry. I've been
kidnapped, and I've been missing for 10 years, and I'm, I'm
here, I'm free now."
The women — Berry, Gina
DeJesus and Michelle Knight
disappeared separately
—
between 2002 and 2004, when
they were 14, 16 and 20 years
old. Each said they had accepted
a ride from Castro, who
remained friends with DeJesus'
family and even attended vigils
over the years marking her disappearance.
The women haven't spoken
publicly since their rescue.
Berry, 27, told officers that
she was forced to give birth in a
plastic pool in the house so it
would be easier to clean up.
Berry said she, her baby and the
two other women rescued with
her had never been to a doctor
during their captivity.
Knight, 32,said her five pregnancies ended after Castro
starved her for at least two
Weeks and "repeatedly punched
her in the stomach until she miscarried," authorities said.
She also said Castro forced
her to deliver Berry's baby
under threat of death if the baby
died. She said that when the
newborn stopped breathing. she
revived her through mouth-tomouth resuscitation.

the death penalty."
Joe Frolik, spokesman for
Cuyahoga County Prosecutor
Tim McGinty, said the defense
remarks were under review.
The 329-count indictment
returned Friday covered only
the period from August 2002,
when the first of the women disappeared, to February 2007.
More charges could be filed.
A statement issued on behalf
of the women said days like the
arraignment "are not easy" and
By ERICA WERNER
added: "We are hopeful for a
Associated Press
just and prompt resolution. We
WASHINGTON (AP) — have great faith in the prosecuSenate debate on far-reaching tor's office and
the court."
immigration legislation turned
The grand jury charged Castro
Wednesday to border security, with
two counts of aggravated
ss ith Republicans arguing that
murder related to one act, saythe bill needs much stronger
ing he purposely caused the
pro‘, isions in that area and
unlawful termination of one of
Democrats suggesting that sonic
the v,omen's pregnancies. He
in the GOP are Just out to kill
also v•as indicted on 139 counts
the legislation.
of rape, 177 counts of kidnapThis discordant note burst into
view just a day after senators ping, seven counts of gross sexvoted overwhelmingly to offi- ual imposition, three counts of
cially open debate on the land- felonious assault and one count
mark bill. It has been a top pri- of possession of criminal tools.
News that the women had
ority for President Barack
been
found alive electrified the
Obama, but the latest dispute
Cleveland
area, where two of
underscored the political obstacles standing in the way of the victims were household
names after years of searches,
enactment.
The measure sets out a 13- publicity and vigils. But elation
year journey to citizenship for soon turned to shock as allegasome II million immigrants in tions about their treatment
the country illegally, allowing began to emerge.
The indictment alleges Castro
the process toward citizenship
restrained
the
to begin only after certain bor- repeatedly
der security goals have been women, sometimes chaining
met. But critics say those bordet them to a pole in a basement, to
"triggers" aren't strong enough, a bedroom heater or inside a
and a number of Republicans van. It says one of the women
are proposing amendments to tiied to escape and he assaulted
strengthen them.
her with a vacuum cord around
An amendment offered by her neck.
Sen. Charles Grassley, R-Iowa.
Later, he moved them to
would prohibit anyone from upstairs rooms where they were
taking the first steps toward cit- kept as virtual prisoners,
izenship until the secretary of according to investigators.
Homeland Security has certified
All the while, Castro continto Congress that the U.S
ued driving a school bus and
Mexico border has been under playing bass in local bands, with
control for six months.
"Unfortunately too many people have been led to believe that
Office, responded to the scene
this bill will force the secretary
after receiving a call that a body
of Homeland Security to secure
was inside. In turn, he said
From Front the border. In fact, it does not
Compton notified KSP that he
guarantee that before legalizaRose said he cannot remember was requesting an arson investition," Grassley, the top
Republican on the Judiciary the last time a fatal fire hap- gation unit, which Thomas said
Committee, said on the Senate pened in his town.
is fairly common for these
"This is not something you
floor Wednesday. "That's why
cases.
we need to pass my amend- deal with every day, that's for
"Just because our investigasure," Rose said. "It is tough,
ment."
Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky.,speak- but you've just got to pull it tors are here doesn't mean
we're suspecting foul play. It's
ing to reporters Wednesday after together and do the job."
addressing a faith and immigraMorgan said the fire proved just a routine investigation at
tion forum,promoted an amend- particularly dangerous to extin- this point to see if a cause can
ment he planned to offer that guish.
be determined for why someone
would have Congress vote
"At the north end of the died," Thomas said.
annually on whether the border house, the roof had partially
He said in a press release.
is secure.
collapsed. and it has two walls "The cause of the fire is
"If they would pass my that allowed the fire to
get believed to be accidental in
amendment, that would get my between
them. It gets tough nature
and no foul play is susvote" for the overall bill, Paul
when that happens because you
said.
pected at this time."
just can't get in there all the way
Thomas said the KSP was
so we had to back people out of
assisted at the scene by the
there for a time," he said.
Department,
Fire
Kentucky State Police Public Hazel
County
Fire
Information Officer Jay Thomas Calloway
with KSP Post I in Mayfield: Department. Calloway County
said Bill Compton of Kuttawa, Coroner Office and the
an investigator with the Calloway County Sherriff's
Kentucky State Fire Marshal's Department.

Border security
an issue in
immigration bill

KPA AWARD WINNERS: The Murray Ledger & Times Staff was recently awarded First Place
for Best Special Publication by the Kentucky Press Association for the magazine Racers:
Racing Into History. Published in April 2012, Racing Into History commemorates the Murray
State University men's basketball team's historic 2011-2012 season. Pictured above, from left,
are: Murray Ledger & Times Advertising Manager Chris Woodall, Advertising Representative
Crystal Duvall; Sports Editor Ricky Martin, Production Manager Tammy Hobbs; and Graphic
Designer Trudy Ellenberger. A limited number of the award-winning Racers: Racing Into
History magazines are available for sale at the Ledger & Times office.
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a Treat!
When you bank with Heritage. we go with
you wherever YOU go! These days everyone
wants to be connected to the things that
make life work. So We've given our ONLINE
BANKING some great new features and secunry
enhancements! You're on the go. We know. That's

why we've created

new ways of making online
banking better and more efficient. So while
you're at the office, on vacation, or even in the
park. you can manage your Heritage Bank
accounts! Being neighborly goes WAY beyond
the neighborhood these days!
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By JUAN LOZANO
and TRAVIS LOLLER
Associated Press
HOUSTON (AP) — The
Southern Baptist Convention
approved
a
resolution
Wednesday expressing its opposition to and,disappointment in
the Boy Scouts of America's
new policy allowing gay Scouts.
The resolution was voted on
by members at the denomination's annual meeting in
Houston. It also calls on the Boy
Scouts to remove executive and
board leaders who tried to allow
gays as both members and leaders without consulting the many
religious groups that sponsor
Scout troops.
While the resolution does not
recommend that Southern
Baptists drop ties with the
Scouts, it expresses support for
those churches and families that
decide to do so. It also encourages churches and families who
choose to remain with the
Scouts to work toward reversing
the new membership policy.
Because all Southern Baptist
churches are independent, the

Homes bum near Colorado Springs
BY THOMAS PEIPEFtT
Associated Press
COLORADO
SPRINGS,
Colo. (AP) — The number of
houses destroyed by a wildfire
near Colorado Springs could
grow to around 100,and authorities fear it's possible that some
people who stayed behind might
have died.
Authorities initially estimated
that between 40 and 60 houses
were destroyed in Black Forest.
a heavily wooded residential
area northeast of Colorado
Springs. but they are still surveying the damage. El Paso
County Sheriff Terry Maketa
said Wednesday he believes
around 80 have been lost and he
wouldn't be surprised if the figure reaches or tops 100.
Maketa said there are no
reports of anyone missing in the

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger 8. Times
TRUCK FIRE: Calloway County Fire-Rescue and the Calloway County Sheriff's Office
responded to a truck fire around 3:45 p.m. on Wednesday, located at the corner of Holland
Cemetery Road and U.S. Hwy. 94E. CCFR Assistant Fire Chief Danny Williams said the fire
was caused when the driver flooded his engine before coming to a.stop. It was reported , no
injuries were caused in the accident.
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WHERE THE SIDEWALK BEGINS: Seen above is Youngblood Excavating and Contracting
out of Mayfield, carving out nearly 4,000 feet of sidewalk to be placed along Doran Road.
Serving as part of the Livability Grant project for the city, YEC crewmen said it could take up
to three weeks, depending on weather, to finish the three-quarter mile stretch of concrete.

June 11
Reg 159 99

KSP was
ene by the
kpartment.
Fire
ay
way County
and the
Sherriff's

fire, however he fears for those
who chose to ignore evacuation
orders and stay behind.
"One of my worst fears is that
people took their chances and it
may have cost them their life,"
he said.
Maketa said gusty winds
expected later in the day could
cause the fire to spread unpredictably.
The fire was one of several
that broke out along Colorado's
Front Range Tuesday and
quickly spread in high winds
and record heat. The fire has
burned about 12 square miles
and forced the evacuation of
more than 7,000 people in an
area over 47 square miles. The
area is not far from last summer's
devastating
Waldo
Canyon Fire that destroyed 346
homes and killed two.

BY CONNIE CASS
and KIMBERLY DOZIER
Acsciated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
former spy agency contractor
who fled to Hong Kong to leak
U.S. secrets said he's not there
to hide from justice and has
faith in "the courts and people
of Hong Kong to decide my
fate.'
"I am neither traitor nor hero.
I'm an American," Edward
Snowden declared to the South
China Morning Post about his
disclosures of top secret surveillance programs that have
rocked Washington.
A phalanx of FBI, legal and
intelligence officials briefed the
entire House on Tuesday in the
latest attempt to soothe outrage
over
yearslong
National
Security Agency programs that
collect millions of Americans'
phone and Internet records.
Since they were revealed last
week, the programs have provoked distrust in the Obama
administration from around the
world.
House members were told not
to disclose information they
heard in the briefing because it
is classified. Several said they
left with unanswered questions.
"People aren't satisfied," Rep.
Tim Murphy, R-Pa.. said as he
left the briefing Tuesday.
"More detail needs to come
out.,
While many rank-and-file
members of Congress have
expressed anger and bewilderment, there is apparently very
little appetite among key leaders and intelligence committee
chiefs to pursue any action.
Most have expressed support
for the programs as invaluable
counterterror tools and some
have labeled Snowden a "traitor."
Snowden said in the interview published Wednesday that
he hasn't dared contact his family or his girlfriend since coming forward as the leaker of
NSA documents.
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denomination cannot force a
church to drop ties with the
Scouts. However, churches
occasionally are kicked out of
the convention for practices
considered incompatible with
Southern Baptist beliefs.
The resolution takes a softer
tone than the denomination has
many times in the past.
In 1997, the Southern Baptist
Convention asked—its members
to boycott The Walt Disney
Company,in part because it provided benefits for same-sex
partners of employees and hosted gay theme nights at its
amusement parks. The SBC
dropped the boycott in 2005.
Although the Nashville-based
denomination claims 16 million
members, it has seen membership decline for six years in a
row. Recently, the convention
has sought to expand its appeal
beyond its traditional white,
Southern base. Last year, the
convention elected an AfricanAmerican president for the first
time in its history. The Rev.
Fred Luter was re-elected without opposition Tuesday.

Lawmakers
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surveillance
programs
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Obituaries

Carol "Suzie" Burger

Wayne L Joyce
Funeral services for Wayne E. Joyce,75,of Murray, Ky., will be
held on Thursday. June 13. 2013, at 11 a.m. at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home,with Phillip Bazzell officiating. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation was held on Wednesday, June 12, 2013. from 4-8 p.m.
at the funeral home.
Mr. Joyce died Monday. June 10,2013. at his home.
He was born in Golden Pond on Sept. 2, 1937, to the late Coy
Edward Joyce and Genie Hendon Joyce. He was retired as the
owner and operator of Joyce Welding Supply Company in Murray
after 28 years of operation. He was of the Baptist faith.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by two brothers, Dalmos and Russell Joyce.
He is survived by his wife, Alice Shumaker Joyce, to whom he
was married March 20, 1992, in Wingo; one daughter, Edwina
Dawn Lawrence and husband, Michael, of Paducah; two sons,
Jeffrey Wayne Joyce.of Paducah,and Eric Edward Joyce and wife,
Aditi, of Huntsville, Ala.; one sister, Gloria Walker and husband,
Bob, of Lexington; three brothers, Bill'Joyce and wife. Ruth, of
Cape Girardeau, Mo., Perry Joyce and wife, Linda,of Taylorsville,
and Don Joyce and wife, Rochelle, of Lawrenceville, Ga.; seven
grandchildren.Christopher Joyce and Melissa Joyce, both of Peoria,
Ill., Erica Barefield, of Benton, Erin Rossner, of Clovis, N.M.,
Alyssa Hodge, of Paducah, and Avani Joyce and Rani Joyce, both
of Huntsville. Ala.: and two great-grandchildren.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Max Canady
Max Canady,78,of Murray, Ky., died Tuesday, June 11, 2013,at
his home.
He was born Oct. 17. 1934, in Calloway County to the late Jesse
and Gaynell Bray Canady. He was retired from the
United States armed services, having served with
the Air Force and Marines in the Korean War and
the Vietnam War. He was a member of St. Henry
Catholic Church in Aurora and of the Knights of
Columbus.
In addition to his parents. he was preceded in death by a brother,
Joe Pat Canady.
Mr. Canady is survived by his wife, Matilda Hansen Canady. of
Murray; two daughters, Belinda Woods, of Murray, and Anne
Hafner, of Las Vegas, Nev.; four sons, Edgar Sarlie and Roger
Sallie. both of the Philippines. Fred Sarlie, of Murray, and Les
Sadie,of Atlanta. Ga.; sister, Gayla Sullivan.of Camden,Tenn.; 13
grandchildren; and 11 great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will beleld at 2 p.m.Thursday.June 13, 2013.at
St. Henry Catholic Church with Babu Kulathumkal officiating.
Burial will follow in the church cemetery.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
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The number of times published or the length of one or snore of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.

Need Line Glow Throw July 13
Staff Report
The Murray-Calloway County
Need Line will host a Glow
Disc Golf fundraising event on
Saturday, July 13.
The one-day tournament will
be held at the Murray Central
Park Disc Golf Course.
Registration begins at 3 p.m. on
the day of the tournament, with
a players meeting following at
4:15 p.m.
The glow tournament will be
two rounds of disc golf - one
round in the evening and one at
night.

There will be an entrance fee
for all ages under 15 of $5 to be
a part of the event, and $15 for
everyone else to compete. All
donations go toward helping
Need Line support the community.
For more information, visit
the Facebook event page "Need
Line Glow Throw" or contact
Need Line at 753-NEED (7536333).
Offering 36 holes of nighttime
entertainment with family and
friends, this is not a sanctioned
PDGA event.

Meyer retiring June 30 after 30 years
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Carol Sue "Suzie" Davis-Burger, born Nov. 3, 1946 in Murray,
Ky., passed away peacefully on May 2,2013. after a very long and
courageous battle with cancer.
Casol was preceded in death by her mother, Ms. Lorene
Holsapple, and her father, Mr. Otis Davis.
Loving wife of Mr. Dean Burger, Carol was also a loving mother
andis survived by her four sons. Butch and wife.Julianne, Michael.
Keith and Timothy Hartman. She is also survived by her sisters,
Mrs. Janice Sprinkle and husband. Mr. Frank Sprinkle, and Mrs.
Barbara Holsapple-Moore and husband, Mr. Bill Moore; brother,
Mr. Ronald Davis and wife, Mrs. Linda Davis; grandchildren,
Carly, Sophia, Gabriella, Krew and Khloe Hartman; and 8 nieces
and nephews, all of whom she loved so very much.
Carol "Suzie" had the most loving soul and a carefree spirit that
will be deeply missed by everyone who knew her,especially by her
boys, whose biggest regrets were the miles that separated them from
her. We take comfort in knowing that the Lord has called her home
and finally relieved her of all the pain and suffering. Now she is safe
in His arms and happy with those she loved and lost while she was
here.
A memorial service is planned for Saturday. June IS. at 11 a.m. at
Calvary Temple Church in Murray.
Carol had many relatives in addition to herself that suffered the
challenges of cancer. Her mother,father and aunt all succumbed to
the disease. As well, Carol nearly lost one of her boys to this affliction before it took her. Because of this Carol's family is asking that
in lieu of flowers for the memorial that donations be made to the
American Cancer Fund.
Donations can be made online at www.AmericanCancerFund.org;
or American Cancer Fund, P.O. Box 7262, Hillsborough, NJ.
08844-7262.
Online condolences um be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Display your car, truck,
SUV, boat or motorcycle
in a high-traffic location
for only $1 per day.

• Murray
Chestnut Street
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far
Call 7531-2571

Kentucky Education and
Workforce
Development
Secretary Joseph U. Meyer is
retiring after more than 30 years
in state government.
Gov.
Steve
Beshear
announced Meyer's retirement
on Wednesday and said it would
be effective June 30.
Meyer was previously deputy
secretary and was a senior poli-

cy adviser to Beshear and to Crit
Luallen when she was state
auditor.
He was chairman of the Senate
Education Committee during
early implementation of the
Kentucky Education Reform
Act, serving in the Senate front1989 to 1996. He was a state
representative from 1982 to
1988.
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Patton Museum to reopen Friday
FORT KNOX,Ky.(AP)- The Patton Museum at Fort Knox is
scheduled to reopen to visitors on Friday after a three-year,$5
million renovation.
The facility once focused on tank artifacts, but now offers interactive exhibits that tell stories and relate lessons on leadership
from 1775 to present day.
One of the featured exhibits is a large collection of artifacts
belonging to Gen. George Patton. A fire truck that responded to
the Sept. II. 2001 terror attack on the Pentagon will be added in
September.
Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear and Fort Knox Commanding
General Maj. Gen. Jeff Smith are expected to speak Friday morning at a rededication ceremony.

Several hospitalized following bus wreck
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)- Several people remain hospitalized
a day after a bus carrying students on a college campus visit
crashed on a Kentucky interstate.
Louisville police spokesman Dwight Mitchell saiel Wednesday
that investigators are looking into what caused the bus to veer out
of control and hit a concrete median Tuesday. Investigators are
looking into possible mechanical failure, which could include tire
trouble.
Authorities said 30 students from Waggener High School went
to hospitals along with four adults aboard the bus.
University of Louisville Hospital spokesman David McArthur
says six people aboard the bus remain hospitalized Wednesday in
satisfactory to fair conditions.
The group was returning from a visit to Eastern Kentucky
University.

4 hurt as plane crashes on golf course
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- A small plane has crashed onto a
Louisville-area golf course. injuring four men.
WAVE-TV reports that the plane crashed onto the Seneca Golf
Course at about 10:30 p.m. Tuesday. The course is close to
Bowman Field.
Louisville Metro police said the four men rescued were in their
early 20s. They were conscious and transported to University of
Louisville Hospital.
A hospital spokesman said on Wednesday morning that all four
were in critical condition.
WHAS-TV reports that their injuries are not considered lifethreatening. The station says the pilot was recently licensed.
According to WAVE-TV,the fixed-wing single-engine Cessna is
registered to Cardinal Wings Aviation LLC.
Firefighters were cleaning up fuel from the crash.

Grayson residents approve alcohol sales
GRAYSON, Ky.(AP)- Voters in a small eastern Kentucky cits
have approved the sale of alcoholic beverages. ,
The Independent reports residents of Grayson in Garter County
approved the measure by 118 votes, making it the second city in
the county to allow liquor sales.
The last time a local option ballot was held in Grayson was in
1971, when residents voted by a 3-1 margin against allowing:
sales.
The city joins several others around the state that have approval
some form of liquor sales in the last few years.
According to figures compiled three months ago. Kentucky has
37 counties that don't allow sales, 33 that allow sales county-v‘ide
and 50 that have cities or precincts where some type of sales are
allows.

World's oldest person dies in Japan at 116
TOKYO (AP) - Japan's 1998.
Jiroemon Kimura, who had
The title of oldest living perbeen recognized by the son is now - held by another
Guinness World Records as the Japanese, 1 I 5-year-old M isao
world's oldest living person and Okawa,of Osaka.
the oldest man ever, died
Okawa, who was born March
Wednesday of natural causes. 5, 1898, is also the world's oldHe Was 116.
est living woman.
Kimura, of Kyotango. Japan,
"Jiroemon Kimura was an
was born April 19, 1897. exceptional person," said Craig
Officials in Kyotango said he Glenday, editor-in-chief of
died in a local hospital, where Guinness World Records. "As
he had been undergoing treat- the only man to have ever lived
ment for pneumonia.
for 116 years - and the oldest
According to Guinness. man whose age has been fully
Kimura was the first man in his- authenticated - he has a truly
tory to have lived to 116 years special place in world history."
old.
Kyotango
said
officials
Kimura became the oldest Kimura's funeral would be held
man ever on Dec. 28, 2012, at Friday.
the age of 115 years, 253 days.
"Mr. Kimura was and will
breaking the record set by always be a treasure to our
Christian Mortensen, a Danish town, to our country and to our,
immigrant to the United States, world," said Mayor Yasushi
whose life spanned from 1882- Nakayama.
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New Beginnings Support Group will meet
Saturday, June IS. at Westside Baptist Church,
207 Robertson Road S., Murray, with Dee
Jackson from Henry,Tenn.,speaking. A potluck
meal will begin at 6:30 p.m. followed by the
program at 7 p.m. Parking is available in the
rear of the building. The public is invited. For
more information call Ron or Linda Wright at
753-0156.

Tryouts to be held

Children ages 8-17 are invited to try out for
the Revolution Select Soccer teams Saturday.
June 15, at 10 a.m.; Wednesday. June 26, at 5
p.m.; or Saturday, June 29, at 10 a.m. at the Bee Creek Soccer
Complex. Children must attend at least one tryout date but may
attend multiple sessions. Wear shin guards and bring water and a
ball. The tryout sessions will last approximately 90 minutes. For
more information call Jamie Fogers at (270)227-7827.

Gloryliound to meet
GloryBound ill meet Friday. June 14, from 7-9 p.m. at the
Goshen Family Fellowship Center in Stella, Ky. Special musical
guests will be April Arnold and Sheltered Hearts. For more information contact Renee Taylor at (270)753-8124 or Pat Lea at(270)
761-2666.

Boating safety classes to be offered
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eneca Golf
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The U.S.Coast Guard Auxiliary and use Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources will offer free boating safety classes
Saturday.June IS.at the Glendale Road Church of Christ in Murray
and Saturday. July 20,at the Clarks River National Wildlife Refuge
Bunk House near Benton. Both classes will meet from 9 a.m. until
approximately 4 or 5 p.m. Pre-register and receive a study guide by
contacting Beale Canon at (270) 753-4934, Scott Barrow at (270)
227-6121 or Lee Cope at (270)703-7183.

Concerned Taxpayers to meet
Michael Conley. former candidate for Calloway Comity Property
Valuation Assessor, will speak on "Hidden Taxes in the 2700 Pages
in Obamacare" Thursday. June 13. at 6 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library. The event is sponsored by the Concerned
Taxpayers of Calloway (The Tea Party). The public is invited to
attend.

Downtown Saturday Market to be held
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The weekly Downtown Saturday Market will be held June 15
from 7 a.m. to 12 p.m. on the south side of the court square. Items
available will include home-grown tomatoes, yellow squash, cabbage. green onions, sweet onions,zucchini,farm-raised meats,free
range eggs, baked goods,fresh bread, handcrafted items and handmade furniture. For vendor--info contact Murray Main Street at
(270) 759-9474.

Hunters Night Out to be held
The Ken-Tenn()DMA Deer Hunting Chapter will hold its second
annual Hunters Night Out Saturday. June 15. Stan Potts will be the
guest speaker. The event will be at the Westview High School
Lunchroom in Martin,Tenn. Tickets are $20 for adults and $10 for
kids, including the price of the meal.and are available at (731)2353781.

Exhibit Barn open to public
1 he Murray-Calloway County Fair Blue Ribbon Exhibit Barn
will be open free to the public on Saturday. June 15.from 9-11 a.m.
The exhibit barn includes all 4-H. Agriculture, and Family and
Consumer Science exhibits including garden vegetables, handmade
clothing, quilts. baked goods. canned items, arts and crafts, 4-H
Youth Projects, photography. agronomy, etc. For additional details
about the Murray-Calloway County Fair visit www.niccfair.com.

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For information call Dot at 753-4803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 753-1834.

Celebrate Recovery to meet

Mr.and Mrs. Gerald Gallimore, 1963
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Gallimore skill celebrate their 50th wedding annisersary
Saturday. June 22.2013, with a reception at
Hazel Baptist Church Fellowship Hall from
4-6 p.m. All friends and family are invited.
The couple requests no gifts.
Mr. Gallimore and the former Sandra
*Smith were married on June 22, 1963. at
Hazel Baptist Church. The Res. Billy

Mr. Gallimore is the son of the late Rex
and Mayzelle Gallimore. He is retired from
El Paso Pipeline in Cottage Grove. Tern.
They are the parents of Roger Gallimore
and wife. Vona, of Murray. and Sherri
Gatlimore. of Louisville. They have two
grandchildren. Neely and Emma Gallimore.
and a God-granddaughter, Tanisha Gills.

Burchett participates in Kentucky Agricultural Leadership Program
Special to the Ledger
Brent Burchett, of Calloway
County. is a member of Class X
of the Kentucky Agricultural
Leadership Program (KALP).
KALP, housed
in
the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture, Food, and
Environment, is an intensive
two-year program designed for
young agricultural producers
and agribusiness individuals
from Kentucky and Tennessee
who want to be on the cutting
edge of decisions that affect
agriculture, rural communities
and society.
The program identifies motivated and energetic people who
seek to improve their leadership,
management and communication skills. Graduates then use
those skills to meet the challenges facing agriculture and to
enhance the quality of life in
rural communities. Burchett is
one of the twenty-two appli-

cants selected for Class X.
The program dates back to the
mid-1980s and was originally
called the Philip Morris
Agricultural
Leadership
Development Program. The program consists of 'ten domestic
seminars devoted to important
agricultural issues. Sessions also
focus on improving participants' communicatiOn, leadership and management skills.
Class members visit a %ahoy of
Kentucky farms and agribusinesse% and will (nix el to other
states and nathnit to explore
agriculture in different Netting..
Burchett is the program director of the Kentucky Soybean
Promotion Board in Princeton.
He manages consumer education' and outreach initiatives tOr
Kentucky
the
I _ix estock
Coalition
Kentucky
and
Soybean Association. Burchett
earned a B.S. in agricultural
public service and leadership as

CH aN an M.S. in public administration from the University of
Kentucky. He was previously a
legislatixe
aide for the
Lex ington-Fayette
Urban
County Council. He is a representative for farmers on the
State
Extension
Advisory
Council and the Kentucky
Agricultural Council. and
sersed on the Transition Team
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Harvest Land Ministries International
Announces the Kick-Off of
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"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

JOIN US FOR FATHER'S DAY!
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open Sun., Tues., Wed. & Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m. • Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Closed Mondays
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
amnv.cypressapringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the William Family
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Cypress Springs

Restaurant

be physically able to march in
the parade. able to hum "You're
A Grand Old Flag- and "Yankee
Doodle Dandy,- and available
to attend the rehearsal and performance.
Community members interested in participating may sign
up by calling the Murray
Convention and Visitors Bureau
at(270)759-2199 or Reichintith
at (270) 293,8742.

for
Kentucky
Agriculture
Commissioner James Comer
and the Republican Party of
Kentucky State Executive
Committee. Agricultural issues
of interest to him are adapting to
higher environmental standards.
producing food for the world in
a country of plenty. and helping
large and small-scale agriculture
coexist.

lung Wills
user

Kazoo band seeks participants

Celebrate Recovery meets every Friday at Edgewood Baptist
Church. At 5:40 p.m. a meal is served, at 6:40 p.m. is large group Special to the Ledger
and at 7:40 p.m. are small groups. For more information call(270)
Freedom Fest invites mem886-4461.
bers of the conjmunity to participate in the Freedom Fest Kazoo
WATCH needs aluminum cans
WATCH Center at 702 Main St., Murray, needs aluminum cans Band. The performance will be
for an on-going fundraising project. Peggy Williams,director, said. Saturday, June 29, at 9:30 a.m.
"These may be taken to the center during regular hours or persons during the FNB Bank Freedom
may drive through the driveway on the west side of the center and Fest parade.
There will be one short pracplace them in the cotton wagon there anytime day or night."
tice Wednesday,June 26, with a
FBC library open to the community
percussion sectional meeting at
First Baptist Church invites the public to use its library, located at 6 p.m. followed by full band
the church on the corner of Fourth and Poplar streets. The library rehearsal Trom 6:30-7:15 p.m.
offers over 13.000 items including books. CDs. and family-friend- The practice will be held at the
ly DVDs. Library cards are free and not based on church affiliation.., main entrance to Murray State
For more information call (270)753-1282.
University's Stewart Stadium.
Reichmuth,former direcRoger
LBL GP now open all year
tor
of
development
at MSU,will
Lakes'
Planetarium
Between
the
Pond
Golden
Land
is now open
all year. The planetarium is open seven days a week with various serve as kazoo band director.
No previous experience is
programs throughout each day. For a complete show schedule, visit
necessary. but participants must
www.lbl.org/PLGate.html or call (270)924-2243.

•

Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Gallimore,2013

Gallimore officiated and the Res. B.R.
Winchester assisted. Their attendants were.
Benny Smith. brother of the bride. and
1.an ta(ialli more. sister of the groom,
Mrs. Gallimore is the daughter of the late
Robert and Beatrice Smith. She is a retired
computer programmer and math teacher for
Callow ay County High School and Murray
State Unisersits.

270-436-5496

Harvest Land City Gate
Apostolic/Prophetic Training Center
Thursday, June 13th • 7 p.m.
Friday, June 14t"• 7 p.m.
Saturday, June 15th • 10 a.m.
1714 Plainview Drive. Murray. KY
270.759.5107
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Ice House offers botanical art, quilt raffle

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger 8 Times

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF: Playhouse in the Park presents the final three performances of
"Fiddler on the Roof" this weekend. Pictured are Rusty Jones as Tevye and Pam Rockwell as
his wife. Golde Friday and Saturday shows are at 7 p.m. and Sunday shows are at 2:30 p.m.
For more information Or tickets, call 759-1752 or visit www.playhouseinthepark.net.

Special to dee Ledger
MAYFIELD, Ky. — The
Mayfield/Graves County An Guild
announces a new exhibit in the Ice
House Gallery. The show of artwork depicting botanical subjects
will be on display through July 20.
There are 69 pieces in the show representing the work of 22 artists in
painting, photography, drawing and
sculpture.
Also on display is a beautiful
wall quilt that will be raffled off as
a fundraiser on June 20. The quilt
was hand-dyed by Mary Helen
Boyd. pieced by Fran McEachern.
and quilted by Shirley Jackson. The
three women, members of the
Graves County Piecemakers,donated the quilt to the Art Guild. Raffle
tickets are SI each and are available
at.the Ice House.
•
The Art Guild also announces
upcoming painting workshops in
June for adults and children. Basic
painting for adults is scheduled for
the evenings of June 13,June 14, or

NE

Olt
AP

Photo provided

"Poppies in Orange" by Betty Whitlow, the painting seen
above, is one of 69 pieces with botanical subjects on display
at Mayfield's Ice House Gallery through July 20.
June 28. Basic painting for children
ages 5 to 9 is scheduled for
Saturday morning, June IS. Basic
painting for children ages 10 and up

is scheduled for Saturday. June 29.
For more information visit the
"Classes" page on wssss icehousearts.org.

Family fun offered all weekend at LBL
staff as they honor this occasion at
the Golden Pond Visitor Center
with cake and the video debut of
"Celebrating 50 Years of
Innovative
Restheirce
Management, Outdoor Recreation
and Environmental Education."
The video will be shown at 10:30
and 11:30 a.m. in the Golden Pond
Planetarium.
517aal-e
• /0 a.m. to 4 p.m. — 50th
Anniversary Wildlife Celebration,
THIS WEEK
Nature Station
Join LBL staff and their resiJUICY TOMATOES,SWEET BLUEBERRIES,
dent animals as they celebrate 50
SUCCULENT SQUASH, WOOD CARVINGS,CRISP
years of conservation at Land
CABBAGE,FRAGRANT ONIONS,ORGANIC SOAP AND
Bettheyen The Lakes. There will
be puppet shows, special live aniSCRUMPTIOUS SALSA
mal programs, games, crafts, and
special visits by Smokey Bear,
throughout the day. Come to any
Saturday,June 15
SATURDAY
• 10 a.m. to 2 prn. — LBL 50th or all of the day's programs and
Kentucky
Anniversary Celebration. Golden activities listed below. Program
Proud
will be held rain or shine.
•
Pond Visitor Center
• Throughout the Day — Meet
President Jqhn . F. Kennedy
frOt- more s.,riotoicireiOn) Call . .59.944z/
designated Land Bettheyen The Smokey Bear, Nature Station
Smokey will make appearLakes as a National Recreation
Area on June 16'. 1963. Join LBL ances throughout the day. Bring
the kids to meet Smokey and pose
for some great pictures.
• 11:30 am. and 2 p.m. —
Eagle Encounter, Nature Station
Ever wanted to meet a five
eagle up close and personal!?
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER • MURRAY • 753-8322
Come learn all about eagles and
*their conservation history from
special guest Eileen Wicker, a
licensed wildlife rehabilitator with
of
Rehabilitation
Raptor
Kentucky, who will be presenting
a rescued bald eagle.
• / p.m. - "True Story of Three
Little Pigs!" Puppet Show, Nature
Station
Do you know the real story of
the "Three Little Pigs"? Come to
this puppet show to meet Mr.
Alexander T. Wolf, who will tell
his side of this classic fairy tale.
Ideal for home educators.
ONIX
• 3 p.m. - Restoring their
$500
Roots, Nature Station
Travel back into LBL's history
with LBL staff to discover an
endangered habitat called the
"Barrens." To help you discover
this threatened habitat, you will
meet live animals that make the
"Barrens" their home, such as
barn owl, pine snake, groundhog,
turkeys, and more. In the present,

LETTUCE EAT LOCAL.

Saeurclay, June Ise'?
:soco cz-m- - 12:00 ,o-m•
.Doe....inecuon Coupe

Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND. Ky. — The
following are special programs
and events scheduled at Land
Bettheyen The Lakes National
Recreation Area this weekend.
June 15-16. Unless otherwise
noted, most programs are free
with general admission to that
facility. For mbre information on
these programs and other LBL
events,
visit
www.lbl.org/CALGate.asp or call
(2701 924-2000. The Homeplace,
Nature Station, and Golden Pond
Planetarium are open daily. and
the Elk & Bison Prairie drive
through wildlife viewing area is
open daily from dawn until dusk.

TRARKeT

FOOD GIANT
oinnx 1%8 titiilt/
1/2 Turkey
Breast

Whole
Chickens

$100°

Boston
Butt .

Hot
Dogs

Polish
Sausage

you can see some of the restored
"Barrens" LBL has been returning
to its original glory. Ideal for
home educators.
• 6-8:30 pin. — Conservation
Canoe Trip, Nature Station
Join LBL staff for a scenic
canoe trip on one of Lake
Barkley's bays. As they search for
the lake's wildlife visitors, you
will learn more about the conservation stories of some of the wild
residents, such as beaver, eagle.
osprey and more. Beginners are
welcome. Registration is limited
and reservations and full deposits
required. The cost is $25 per
canoe and does not include same
day NS admission. Call 270-9242020 to reserve your space.
• 8 p.m. — Evening
Planetarium Show, Golden Pond
Planetarium
Start the evening with a visit to
the stars inside the Golden Pond
PlanetariUM.
•9p.m. — Evening Star Party.
Golden Pond Observatory
Planetarium staff and West
Kentucky Amateur Astronomers
members will help you identify a
variety of night sky features. Star
Parties may be of particular interest to anyone getting started in
astronomy. Look for this program
throughout the year. _Ideal for
home educators. Free to LBL visitors, weather permitting.

and welcomes new ones to the
family. Returning this year are
folk singer. fret-less banjo picker
and blues guitar performer Mark
Dvorak. Old Time String Band,
The Dixie Volunteers and
Common Thread, talented women
who come together once a year to
perform traditional favorites. New
this year. the Roan Mountain
Hilltoppers. a lively. Old-Time
String Band influenced by. their
Appalachian Mountain music heritage, Thomas Manpin. Daniel
Roththeyll, and Os end! Creek
band will prove to be crowd
pleasers. Buck dancing master
Thomas Maupin is accompanied
by his grandson. Daniel RoMwell
and Overall Creek, and will prove
to be memorable performance:
and Phillip Steinmetz and His
Sunny Tennesseans. great nephew
of Grandpa Jones, and His Sunny
Tennesseans. perform Grandpa
Jones favorites and old time
mountain music classics. The
Homeplace is pleased to have
local performer. songwriter. and
folklorist. Nathan Blake Lynn to
MC the weekend full of the best
old time music in the area. For
more information, call (93li 2326457.

Sunday, June 16
• /Liam; - Back from

the
Brink, Nature Station
Join LBL staff for this tour of
Saturday and Sunday, exhibits featuring critters that
have jtheirneyed "back from the
June 15 and 16
• 10 am. to 7 p.m. — 15th brink" of extinction, such as the
Annual Pickin' Party Old-Time bald eagle. white-tailed deer, red
wolves,and more.
Music Festival, The Homeplace
• 2:15 p.m. — "It Fits the
For two days, experience the
best of old-time music through Bill," Nature Station
Find out how bird beaks help
workshops,jamming sessions and
energized performances of folk, their avian owners eat certain
string band,old-time fiddle, banjo foods. You'll get to take part in a
and bluegrass music. Bring your fun activity that explores the
banjo, guitar, fiddle, or harmonica world of different bird bills. Ideal
and join in on the fun during daily for home educators. •
• 3:30 p.m. — "New to the
open mic sessions. 1850s children's activities will be provided Neighborhood: Wildlife on the
throughout the weekend. Bring Move." Nature Station
Armadillos, coyotes. and pelilawn chairs or ground blankets,
coolers, and snacks. Festival cans are becoming more common
foods will be available for pur- to LBL. Get the scoop on these
and other critters that are "new to
chase.
The 15th annual Pickin' Party the neighborhood" during this
brings back favorite musicians presentation.
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NBA
U.S. OPEN
Nets hire The mystery of Merion starts to unfold at US Open
Jason
Kidd as
coach
DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer

BRIAN MAHONEY
AP Basketball Writer

Photo provided
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ARDMORE,Pa.(AP) — The
affection was genuine. Even better was beating Jack Nicklaus in
a playoff. So when Lee Trevino
got his hands on that U.S. Open
trophy in 1971, the guy who
never lacked for one-liners
gushed, "1 love Merion, and I
don't even know her last name."
For this generation of stars,
Merion is more like a blind date.
No other course with four
ITS. Opens had to wait such a
long time — 32 years — for
another chance to test the world's

The Brooklyn Nets hired
Jason Kidd as their coach
Wednesday. bringing the former
star back to the franchise he led to
its greatest NBA success.
Kidd retired earlier this month
after one season with the New
York Knicks. his 19th in the
NBA. The Nets decided to hire
him to replace Pi. Carlesimo
despite his absence of coaching
experience.
"Jason Kidd has a long and
legendary history with the Nets
and with the city of New York,"
Nets owner Mikhail Prokhorov
said in a statement. "He has the
fire in the belly we need, and has
HOWIE RUMBERG
achieved as a player everything
AP Sports Writer
the Brooklyn Nets are striving to
achieve. We believe he will lead
NEW YORK(AP) — Dillon
us there. Welcome home,Jason." Gee had his third straight stelThe move reunites Kidd with
lar start. Lucas Duda hit one of
the franchise he led to consecuthree Mets homers and New
tive NBA Finals in 2002-03,
when they played in New Jersey. York scored the most runs
He spent 61
/
2 seasons with the allowed by Shelby Miller in his
Nets, averaging 14.6 points, 9.1 young career for a 5-1 win over
assists and 7.2 rebounds, and is the St. Louis Cardinals on
their career leader in numerous Wednesday night.
statistical categories.
David Wright and Marlon
"Jason is a proven winner and Byrd also connected for the
leader with an incredible wealth
Mets, who snapped a threeof basketball knowledge and
game
skid and improved to 2-6
experience." general manager
in
June.
Duda drove in two
Billy King said. "This will be a
natural transition for him to move runs, including a first-inning
into the role of head coach,as he single that scored Daniel
embodies the tough, smart and Murphy from first base.
team-first mentality that we are
With
prized
pitching
trying to establish in Brooklyn."
prospect Zack Wheeler nearing
Terms of the deal that made his promotion to the big
Kidd the 18th coach in franchise
leagues, Gee (5-6) has done
history were not disclosed. The
possible to protect
everything
Nets will introduce Kidd on
Thursday during a press confer- his spot in the rotation. The
right-hander has yielded only
ence at Barclays Center.
Carlesimo wasn't retained three earned runs over 21
after leading the Nets into the innings in his past three starts
playoffs, where they lost to the — all wins.
•See NBA,8A
A day after being named NI
captain for the Home Run
Derby during All-Star week at
Citi Field, Wright hit a long
ball into the center-field seats
just to the right of the Big
Apple in the sixth.
The NI Central-leading
Cardinals entered with the
league's best batting average at
.277 but could get little going
against Gee, who is on a threegame run that's as good as
Miller (7-4) has been all season.
Gee scattered six hits and
struck out seven in 6 2-3
innings. He gave up a one-out
homer in the sixth by Allen
— his second in two days
Craig
BEN WALKER
Baseball
Writer
AP

MLB

2014 MLB
Opener in
Australia:
Dodgers D'backs

NEW YORK(AP)— The Los
Angeles Dodgers and Arizona
Diamondbacks will bring their
thunder Down Under.
Major League Baseball will
open the 2014 regular season in
Australia, with the Dodgers and
Diamondbacks playing a twogame series at the Sydney Cricket
Ground.
The matchups March 22-23
mark baseball's first games in
Australia that count.
"It's going to be fantastic,"
Aussie-born Dodgers reliever
Peter Moylan said Wednesday.
"I've been trying to preach the
game back in Australia for years."
MLB and the players' union
announced the international
opening day just one day after
Los Angeles and Arizona mixed it
Up in a big brawl at Dodger
Stadium. The Diamondbacks and
Dodgers already had a testy relationship before this scrape that
resulted in six ejections.
"I always wanted to go to
Australia: Dodgers slugger Matt
Kemp said."Now I got a real reason to go and I get to play baseball."
Baseball opened its season at
Tokyo in 2000, 2004, 2008 and
2012. The 1999 opener was held
at Monterrey, Mexico, and the
2001 season began in San Juan,
III See MLB, BA

best players. Even with Tiger
Woods back to No. 1 and winning at a ridiculous rate,so much
of the talk at this major championship has been about Merion.
For years, it was considered
too small to handle such a big
tournament and the big hitters
with their modern equipment.
And with soft greens from more
than 6 inches of rain in the last
week,the question is whether the
course will yield the kind of
scores rarely seen at the toughest
test in golf.
On Thursday, the mystery of
Merion will start to unfold.
"It's been how long,32 years?

And with all the technology
since then'?" Steve Stricker said
as he headed to the first tee
Wednesday for one last practice
round. "Someone asked me the
other day about someone shooting a 62. And what I wanted to
say was.'You're crazy.' But you
just don't know. We don't know
what's going to happen. And in a
way, that's kind of cool."
Not so cool was the weather
expected for the opening round.
Merion already took a beating
last Friday when more than 3
inches of rain sent water over the
edges of some bunkers and left
small streams on fairways and

greens. More rain on Monday
caused the course to be closed
three times.
The forecast called for
increasing clouds, gusts and
showers Thursday morning, with
stronger storms likely to arrive
around noon.
"Sure, we want it firm and
fast," USGA vice president
Thomas
O'Toole
said
Wednesday. "We happen to play
a sport that's played outdoors.
We received significant rain over
the last week, and some tell us
that we'll have even more significant rain tomorrow. So it's not a
perfect world. It's not a perfect

game. But we take what we're
dealt with."
Whether a golf course is big
or small,soft greens typically are
a recipe for low scores. Then
again, Merion is not a typical
golf course.
It measures 6,996 yards on
the scorecard — the shortest of
any major championship in nine
years — and has a stretch of
seven holes in the middle that are
short even by yesterday's standards. Compare those holes with
the scorecard from when Ben
Hogan won the 1950 U.S. Open
•See U.S. OPEN,8A

MLB: METS 5, CARDINALS I

NBA FINALS

Gee shuts down Cardinals

LeBron not
backing
down on
vow for
Game 4
11M REYNOLDS
AP Basketball Writer

FRANK FRANKLIN II / AP Photo

Cardinals starting pitcher Shelby Miller reacts as New York Mets' Lucas Duda (21) runs
the bases after hitting a home run during the fourth inning of Wednesday's game
against the Mets at Citi Field.
a walk in six innings.
Hefner.
against the Mets.
The Mets did not score
Miller, on the other hand,
The recent success could not
have come at a better time for has solidified a spot in the against him over 5 2-3 innings
the crafty Gee, because the Cardinals' rotation with sur- on May 15 but were able to go
Mets plan to call up Wheeler to prising consistency for a 22- ahead in the first when Wright
start one game of Tuesday's year-old. The four runs the lined a two-out double to rightdoubleheader in Atlanta. While Mets scored were the most he's center and scored on Murphy's
manager Terry Collins said allowed in 19 big league single.
Running on a pitch to Duda.
everyone would get their turn appearances — 13 starts this
through the rotation, a pitcher 'season. He had allowed three Murphy, not known for his
will likely be demoted to the runs three times this year and speed, scored from first when
bullpen after that to make room his ERA is 2.21, up from 1.91 right fielder Carlos Beltran
for Wheeler — and it most going into the game.
•See CARDS,BA
Miller struck out 10 without
likely will be Gee or Jeremy

SAN ANTONIO (AP) — A
day later, LeBron .James didn't
back down.
When the Miami Heat were
embarrassed b 36 points in
Game 3of the NBA Finals,James
took all the blame and even lauded his teammates for playing
great. Shortly after that 113-77
debacle of a Spurs' victory ended
Tuesday night, James insisted
that he would do enough to
change the way the Heat compete
in Game 4.
And Wednesday. James' tune
was the same.
"I'm putting all the pressure on
my chest, on my shoulders to
come through for our team."
James said, virtually echoing
what he had vowed the previous
night. "That's the way it is."
That's not necessarily the same
game plan that Heat coach Erik
Spoelstra would prefer, but by
now, it's just become assumed
that when the stakes are highest
it's all going to be on James anyway, whether that's the actual
reality or not: If the Heat win
Game 4, odds are James will be
credited as the reason why. If they
lose Game 4 and go one logs.
away from elimination, then it'll
be widely considered as James'
failure.
"Look, we have great confidence from our guys and their
ability to bounce back and
respond in a big way," Spoelstra
said. "And that's all our focus is
•See HEAT, 8A

STANLEY CUP FINALS:j3LACKHAWKS 4, BRUINS 3(30T)

Chicago wins epic 301 Cup opener
ANDREW SELIGMAN
AP Sports Writer

NAM Y HUH / AP Photo

Chicago Blackhawks center Andrew Shaw (85) celebrates
after scoring the v/Invoing goal during the third overtime
period of Germ 1 Infhe NHL Stanley Cup Finals.

CHICAGO (AP) — Andrew
Shaw scored on a deflection in
triple overtime to lift the Chicago
Blackhawks to a 4-3 victory over
the Boston Bruins in a riveting
Game I of the Stanley Cup finals
on Wednesday night.
Michael Roszival shot the
puck from the right point into
traffic. It deflected off Dave
Bolland and Shaw before slipping past Tuukka Rask. Boston's
Kaspars Daugavins had a huge
opportunity midway through the
third overtime but his backhand
shot in the crease went wide after
Johnny Oduya got a stick on him.
All of this came after Jaromir
Jagr nearly won it for Boston in
the closing seconds of the second
OT when the puck deflected off
him and hit the post, preserving
the tie.
The Bruins were on a power
play after Chicago got called for
too many men on the ice with
52.8 seconds left in the second
OT.
Zdeno Chara's shot from the

right point hit Jagr in the slot and
deflected off the right post. then
bounded through the crease in the
waning seconds.
With Original Six franchises
playing for a championship for
the first time in 34 years, the
series is off to a rousing start.
The -Blackhawks got thirdperiod goals from Dave Bolland
and Oduya to erase a 3-1 deficit.
Corey Crawford was simply
spectacular in the extra period,
and the Blackhawks wound up
going to double OT for the second straight game after taking out
the Los Angeles Kings in the
Western Conference finals.
Crawford made a sprawledout pad save on Shawn Thornton
about four minutes into OT, and
he stood his ground in a flurry
with just under eight minutes
Rich
remaining, stopping
Peverley and Tyler Seguin on the
rebound to draw oohs and ahhs
from the crowd.
In the second overtime,
Patrick Kane had a chance to win
it. But he fired wide left off the
end of his blade from the edge of
the crease seven minutes into the

period.
Chicago's Michael Frolik just
missed high and wide with 6:30
remaining, and Shaw's stuff-in
attempt with 3:51 left got stuffed
by Rask.
The Bruins appeared to be in
good shape building a 3-1 lead in
regulation. with Milan Lucic
scoring twice and Patrice
Bergeron adding a power-play
goal just over six minutes into the
third. But the Blackhawks came
storming back after that.
Shaw picked off a clearing
attempt by Torey Krug and fed
Bolland on a two-on-one rush to
pull Chicago within one with 12
minutes left in regulation. Lucic
then got stopped on a two-on-one
by Crawford midway through the
third, and Oduya tied it for
Chicago when his shot from the
point deflected off Andrew
Ference and bounced past Bask.
Just like that, the Blackhrivks
were back in it. Crawford fought
off a big flurry by Boston in the
closing miNUIPI, and the gone
went to overtime with Chicago
O Sae STANLEY CUP,8A
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II U.S. Open...
From Page 7A
the next 24 hours — how do we
prepare ourselves to play our best
game of the series tomorrow
night. That's the only thing that
matters. U has proven himself
enough in this league and on the
biggest stage. He is going to ...
he'll be better."
When the Heat arrived
Wednesday for practice in San
Antonio, after a particularly difficult-to-stomach film session to
recap Game 3, James had his
practice jersey slung over his
head, letting the piece of mesh
fabric sway down his back much
in the way that a cape would.
Fitting. In Game 4, he might
need a hero's effort to save the
Heat.
"We're not worried about
LeBron," Heat guard Dwyane
Wade said."He's going to find his
way. He's going to get in a
groove. As teammates you try to
figure out a way to get him an
easy basket in a breakout, try to
%get it back to him,get a lay-up,so
he can see the ball go in. As a
scorer you need to see it go in.
Besides that, we're not concerned
about him at all."
Strangely. some of the Spurs
sound as if they're not concerned
about James either.
, Danny Green has had a phenomenal start to these finals, and
James' former Cleveland teammate raised a couple eyebrows
after Game 3 when he said that
while the Spurs were executing
their plan against him as they
would hope, the reigning and
overall four-time NBA MVP was
hurting his own cause as well.
"I'm juo saying, we all know
what he's capable of doing,"
Green said. "I don't know what's
going on, but he's not playing his
best basketball right now. It's not
just us. We're doing a decent job
of making it tough for him, but I
don't know what's going on. He's
not.playing LeBron basketball....
It could be a number of things. It
could be stuff going on behind the
scenes."
When told of Green's comments,James smiled.
"I'll be better. I'll be much better tomorrow night," he said.
The 36-point loss matched the
largest that James has endured in
his career, and his minus-32 rating was the worst of his 899 previous games. He was 7 for 21
from the field — his shooting has
been subpar in every game so far
in this series — and did not get to
the foul line, a byproduct of both
the Spurs taking driving lanes
away and James shooting the
jumpers than San Antonio is daring him to try.
Spoelstra said the Heat would
find ways on the film to clean up
some of the many issues from
Game 3. Wade had a far more
succinct approach.
"As players I think we figured
it out in the game," Wade said.
"We're playing terrible. So the
film session just brings it to light
a little more. It's not really much
we can learn from that, from the
standpoint of schemes, we just
have to do what we do a lot better
versus the team. So film session
gives you an opportunity to ... in
front of your teammates, in front
of your coaches, to really own it
up.Own up to it,and move on."

From Page 7A
at Menon, and four of those
holes were actually longer by a
few yards in Hogan's day.
Players typically reach for the
wedge to chip out of the rough
around the greens at the U.S.
Open. At Merion, they could be
hitting wedge into the green for
their second shot on at least six
holes. That's what has caused all
the clamor about low scores.
And with the rain, it's reminiscent of how Congressional
was vulnerable two years ago,
when Rory Mc!troy shattered
US.Open scoring records at 16under 268.
"I've been reading about how
may scoring records are going
to be broken," Nick Watney said.
"I've been around here once. And
I think that's insane. It's funny to
me. People look at the yardage
and think it's going to be easy.
Even if it's soft, the greens are
sloped. The rough is thick. OK,
we'll have wedges into some of
the greens, but that doesn't mean
you make birdie on all those
holes. There's enough tough
holes to counteract that."
Even so, the winning score
has gone down in each of the
four previous U.S. Opens at
Merion, from Olin Dutra at 13over par in 1934 to David
Graham winning at 7-under in
1981, the last time this major
championship was here.
"Where did David Graham
shoot 7-under? From there?"
Nick Watney asked as he pointed
the end of his driver to a spot

some 30 yards from where he
was standing. "Because he didn't
do it from here."
Watney was standing in the
middle of the putting green. He
took three steps to his right and
was standing on the 14th tee. As
an example of longer holes being
made more difficult, a new tee
on the 464-yard hole is where
members practice putting.
The biggest fear with rain on
the horizon is what will happen
the rest of the week.The forecast
is reasonable after Thursday, but
in soft conditions, balls start to
pick up clumps of mud as the sun
starts to dry the course. And
while players often are allowed
to lift, clean and place their golf
balls in the fairway in. muddy
conditions on the PGA Tour,
they don't do that at the U.S.
Open.
USGA
Remember. the
famously referred to the local
rule as "lift, clean and cheat."
"We wouldn't be adopting
that rule this week," O'Toole
said.
It all begins with Cliff Kresge
hitting the opening shot of the
113th U.S. Open at 6:45 a.m.
Thursday — weather permitting,
of course.
Woods. McIlroy and Masters
champion Adam Scott play
Thursday afternoon in the power
grouping of Nos. I. 2 and 3 in
the world. Sergio Garcia plays
on the opposite side of the draw.
teeing off Thursday morning. So
does Phil Mickelson, who left
Philadelphia on Monday when
the weather was bad to practice

in San Diego. He planned on
being home,anyway,so he could
watch his oldest daughter graduate from the eighth-grade.
Mickelson was scheduled to
arrive about 4:15 am. Thursday.
just three hours before his tee
time.
Stricker called Merion the
"longest short course I've ever
played." Graeme McDowell is
another guy who isn't buying
into the fear over low scoring.
"Everyone is saying that it's
going to be 62s and 63s on this
golf course, which I kind of disagree with at the minute,"
McDowell said."I think 10 or 11
of these golf holes are as tough
as any U.S. Open I've seen."
The lowest score in major
championship history is 63, and
it has happened only four times
in the U.S. Open — Johnny
Miller at Oakmont in 1973 on a
soggy course, Jack Nicklaus and
Tom Weiskopf on the same day
at Baltusrol in 1980 during a wet
week,and Vijay Singh on a rainsoftened Course at Olympia
Fields in 2003.
"You've got more birdie
opportunities than ever," Ernie
Els said. "I'm playing my 21st
U.S. Open, so I've seen a lot of
trouble out there. But this is one
where you can get on a run. You
can make some 3s. That's not a
number that's really familiar in
the U.S. Open. But as I say, you
start missing shots, the rough is
as bad as I've ever seen it."

III NBA...

•MLB...
From Page 7A
Puerto Rico.
The rest of the big league season next year is slated to resume
on March 30.
The Dodgers-Diamondbacks
opener will come 100 years after
the Chicago White Sox and New
York Giants played exhibition
games at the same cricket venue.
On Jan. 2, 1914, the White Sox
beat the Giants 5-4 before an estimated 10,000 fans.
There also was an exhibition
baseball game at the same site in
featuring
1888
December
Spalding's World Tourists.
The Sydney Cricket Ground
will be configured to MLB standards for the opening series.
"I'm sure people are going to
fly from all over the country to
see the game," Moylan said."The
presentation of the grounds is
going to be fantastic."
Moylan makes the grueling
trip home to Melbourne in the
offseason, and he expects the
travel will take a toll on the players.
"Corning back is going to be
the worst," he said.
Union head Michael Weiner
said "the players are excited
about opening the 2014 season in
Sydney,and they view this series
as an important step in furthering
their commitment to help
increase the global popularity of
baseball."
Commissioner Bud Selig said

in a statement,"The globalization
of our game continues to be paramount to Major League Baseball,
and Australia is an essential part
of our long-term efforts to grow
the sport. We look forward to
.writing an exciting new chapter
in international baseball history at
the historic Sydney Cricket
Ground next March."
Dodgers President Stan
Kasten said the team was eager to
begin the season "in one of the
most exciting and rapidly developing baseball markets on earth."
Diamondbacks President Derrick
Hall said "being at the forefront
of spreading international goodwill on this prominent stage is a
feat that we enthusiastically
embrace and accept."
and
Dodgers
The
Diamondbacks will play spring
training games in Arizona on
March 16, then leave for
Australia and arrive on March 18.
The teams will open the regular
season on Saturday night, the
22nd, and meet again the next
afternoon. Arizona will be the
home team for both games.
"It should be a little tiring, but
a lot of fun,too," Kemp said.
There have been 28 major leaguers born in Australia. including
Oakland closer Grant Balfour.
The Dodgers have had five
natives on their roster.

From Page 7A
Chicago Bulls in the first round.
He went 35,-19 after replacing
Avery Johnson. who was fired in
December.
The 40-year-old Kidd was
considered one of the smartest
players* in the NBA, which he
believes will help him make the
transition into coaching.
"This is a tremendous opportunity to be named head coach of
the Brooklyn Nets, and it's a role
I have been studying for over the
course of my playing days," Kidd
said. "Championship teams are
built on being prepared, playing
unselfishly and being held
accountable, and that's how I
expect to coach this basketball
team."

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
211S 12th St • Murray KY • 753-3415
Van Haverstock

NBA FINALS
San Antonio 2, Miami 1
Today, June 13
Miami at San Antonio 9 p (Ti
Sunday, June 16:
Miami at San Antonio. 8 p m
x-Tuisaday, June 19:
San Antonio at Miami 9 pm
s-Thuraday. June 20:
San Antonio at Miami 9 p m

STANLEY CUP FINALS
Chicago 1, Boston 0
Wednesday, June 12:
Chicago 4 Boston 3 30T
Saturday, June 15:
Boston at Chicago 8 p m
Monday, June 17:
Chicago at Boston 8 pm
Wednesday, June 19:
Chicago at Boston 8 p m

II Stanley Cup...
From Page 7A
outshooting Boston 39-25 after
getting off to a slow start.
The Bruins grabbed a 1-0 lead
at the 13:11 mark of the opening
period after David Krejci
knocked Niklas Hjalmarsson off
the puck along the boards behind
the net. He fed a pass to Nathan
Horton, who feathered the puck
across to Lucic for an easy wrist
shot from the slot in front of
Crawford.
Lucic struck again just 51 seconds into the second period with
shot after
wrist
another
Hjalmarsson gambled along the
boards and fell. allowing Boston
to break in.
Chicago started to come on
strong after that.
The Blackhawks got on the
board just over two minutes later
when rookie Brandon Saad
scored his first goal of the playoffs. He carried the puck down
the ice but was bumped off it in
the left corner of the Boston zone.
Marian Hossa recovered it and
fed Sand in the slot, making it 2-1
and bringing the sellout crowd to
their feet.
The Blackhawks' momentum
came screeching to a halt on a
power play — make that a twoman advantage — midway
through the second. A big issue
during the regular season, it continues to haunt the Blackhawks in
the playoffs.
They came in 7 for 51 on the
power play — 12th among the 16
playoff teams — and that number
took another hit when they couldn't convert a five-on three advantage. Horton got called for interference at 7:37 and the Bruins
were whistled for having too

many men on the ice at 8:20, but
Chicago came away empty.
Not since the Montreal
Canadiens knocked off the New
York Rangers in five games in
1979 had Original Six teams
played for the championship. But
both these teams have been here,
done that, with Chicago winning
it all in 2010 and Boston taking
the championship the following
season.
But things sure came together
this year. From a 24-game points
streak to start to capturing the
Presidents' Trophy at the end, no
team dominated like Chicago
during the regular season. In the
playoffs, things haven't been as
easy. The Blackhawks took out
Minnesota in five games,but had
to rally to beat Detroit in the
Western Conference semifinals.
They won that one in seven
games and didn't blink facing
arguably the league's hottest
goalie in the conference finals.
Instead, they took out Jonathan
Quick and the . Los Angeles
Kings. winning Game 5 in overtime on Kane's third goal of the
game to get to this point.
The Bruins, meanwhile, nearly got eliminated in the first round
but have been on a roll ever since.
It's a big reversal after they
blew a 3-1 series lead in Round 1
against Toronto and fell behind
by three in the seventh game.
They became the first team in
league history to take a Game 7
after trailing by three in the third,
with Patrice Bergeron scoring the
tying and winning goals. Since
then,they've made it look easier.
They beat the New York
Rangers in five games and swept
Pittsburgh.
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•Cards...
outs by Miller that began after
From Page 7A
played the line drive down the Duda's RBI single in the first.
Byrd homered off Seth
first base line lackadaisically
in the seventh.
Maness
and made his throw to second
David Freese went 0 for 4
base.
With one out in the fourth, for the Cardinals, ending his
Duda homered into the career-best hitting streak at 20
Cardinals' bullpen in right-cen- games — longest in the majors
ter to end a run of eight straight this season.
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Free colon cancer screening available to eligible residents of
Calloway County.
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PLAINTIFF.

BANK OF AMERICA. NA.
PLAINTIFF.
VS.

'
DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of an Amended Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on May 13, 2013. in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky, to
the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday. June 27, 2013, at the hour of
10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following three tracts of real property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as
follows:
TRACT NO. I: PROPERTY ADDRESS: 708 South 3rd St . Murray. KY
Lot Nos. 71. 72 and 73 in the Pleasant Hill Addition to the Town of Murray.
Kentucky, as shown by plats of said lots now of record in Deed Book C, Page 471,
and Plat Book 37, Slide 3615. The lots herein deeded are 105 feet north and south
and 105 feet east and west.
The parties herein obtained title to their respective interest in the above-described
property by deed from Floyd A. Cogdell, a single person, dated January 3. 1986, of
record on Microfilm in Book 167. Card 2312. in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.(See Amended Judgment and Order of Sale and order correcting the property description of Tract I herein. entered May 13, 2013, filed of
record on May 31, 2013, in Deed Book 970. Page 329. in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.)fF.A. Cdgdell obtained title to the above-described
property by deed from Wells Overbey, dated April 29. 1949, of record in Deed Book
88, Page 587, in the office aforesaid.1
TRACT NO. II: PROPERTY ADDRESS! 301 Back St., Murray, KY

The parties hereto obtained title to their respective interest in the above-described
property by deed from Floyd A. Cogdell, dated January 3. 1986, of record on
Microfilm in Book 167, Card 2312, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court. fF.A. Cogdell obtained tale to all of Tract III by deed from &Me
Garland, and wife, Mary Irene Garland, dated March 14, 1980, of record on
Microfilm in Book 160, Card 2415 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court, and by surviving his wife, Nettie Cogdell. who died in 1983.1

NOTICE OF SALE

RODNEY J DUNLAP. ailc/a RODNEY DUNLAP,
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.,
AS NOMINEE FOR AMERICA'S WHOLESALE LENDER.
ITS SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS, MIDLAND FUNDING, LLC.
CAPITAL ONE BANK itJSAi. NA..
DEFENDANTS
By sartue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on March 13. 2013. to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate
amount of $93,423.32. plus interest, costs, fees, attorney fees. etc..! shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday. June 27, 2013, at
the hour of 1000 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway ('ounty. Kentucky. with its address being 5284 New
Providence Road. Hazel, KY 42049, and being more particularly described as follows:
That certain tract or parcel of land lying and being in Calloway County, Kentucky.
and more particularly described as follows:
Three acres out of the Northeast corner of a tract heretofore deeded to Bob Atkins,
et inc. and of record in Deed Book 155, Cabinet 1, Drawer 7, Card 2212, and being
further described as follows:

Lot No. 4 except 28.98 feet off of the South end of Lot No. 4 in the Roberts
Business and Industrial Park Subdivision as shown by Piet of record in Plat Book
3, Page 88, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The parties hereto obtained title to their respective interest in the above-described
property by deed dated December 30, 1987, of record on Microfilm in Book 171,
Card 1351, and also by Deed of record in Book 167, Card 2312, both in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. IF.A. Cogdell obtained title to all of Tract
II by deed from Roberts Enterprises, Inc., dated March 31, 1976, of record on
Microfilm in Book 155, Card 2312, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court and by surviving hitt wife, Nettie Cogdell, who died in 1983.)
TRACT NO. III: PROPERTY ADDRESS: 525 S. 4TH St.. Murray. KY
Lot No. 74 in the Pleasant Hill Addition to the Town of Murray, Kentucky, as
shown by Plats of record in Deed Book Cat Page 471 and Plat Book 37, Slide
3615 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court and said lot being
105 feet square.

Beginning at the northeast corner of said tract, thence, west to a stake in the east
right-of-way of the Providence State Line blacktop road: Thence. South with the
east right-of-way of the Providence State Line Road, approximately 315 feet to a
stake; Thence, East to Hughes Petchett's east line corner with Robert Young;
Thence. North with Young's line approximately 315 feet to the point of beginning_
Subject to all restrictions, conditions and covenants and to all legal highways and.
easements.
Being the same property conveyed to Rodney J. Dunlap. no marital status shown,
by virtue of a deed from Vicky Ann Dunlap i f/k/a Vicky Ann Linzys and spouse.
Brent Dunlap. dated January 13s2004. recorded on January 14, 2004. in Book
528, Page 604. an the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

This 3rd day of June, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

This 3rd day of June. 2013
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Money Order

Visa

Name
St. Address
, City
I
State

Zip

Daytime Ph _
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O.Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (2'70) 753-1916

KWIK Kleen
800 Coldwater Rd
270-226-1092
M-F, 8AM-4PM
-Car detailing
-Basic car washing
-Residential pressure
washing
-On-dtAy mechanic

NOTICE
Water Quality Report
lb all Center Ridge
Water Dist Customers
Our 2012 Water Quality Reports
are available. A report can be mailed
to you upon request.
Thank you, Center Ridge Water Dist
C.R.#1 PWSID #0180549
C.R.#2 PWSID #0180509
C.R.#3 PWSID #0180502

Dodd Family Reunion
All descendants of
Albert McClellan Dodd
Saturday June 15th 2013
@ Locust Grove Baptist Church
from 11:00AM - 3:00PM.
Bring a chair & your favorite dessert drinks & sandwiches will be provided

This training course is held on Saturdays for
11 weeks allowing you to keep your present
Job while you gain skills for a rewarding
career in the dental field.

PLAINTIFF.

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on May 14, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $59,361.83. plus interest, cost, fees, late charges. etc..
I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
June 27. 2013. at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and referred to as 3414
Osborne Road, Hazel, KY 42049,1Parcel Number: 082-0-000713), and being more
particularly described as follows:
A 0.881 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of FT. Seargent and Associated,
of Murray, Kentucky, on March 6, 1991. located on the East side of State Line
Road approximately 10.25 miles Southeast of the City of Murray and being a part
of the Southwest quarter of Section 36, Township 1, Range 5, East in Calloway
County, Kentucky and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a #4 rebar (set) 3000 feet East of the centerline of State Line Road.
320 feet, more or less, North of the Tennessee State Line, aqd being the
Southwesternmost corner of the herein described tract of land and a new corner to
the Beauford French, Jr. property;

Information on the class, financing
options and Registration forms
available online at
www.smilepaducah.com

"114
1'UMW
:
1 to
1

OPEN HOUSE
345 Robertson Rd. South
June 7th & June 8th June 21st & June 22nd
1:00P.M. - 5.00P.M.
Sealed bid
5.967 acres & 2,308sdlt home
3/4BR, 2.5BA, 2 fireplaces
Attached 1CG, screened patio, wood deck
Bid package available
Westside Baptist Church
or online @ www.wbcmurray.org
(click resources then ADMIN)
270-753-8240

thence. North 01 Degrees 00 Minutes 00 Seconds West - 167.89 feet along the east
side of State Line Road to a #4 rebar (set) at a corner to the French property;
thence, with the new division line of the French property, the following bearings
and distance:

LEDGER&TIMES

Units'at 94 Boat and Mini Storage Unit #46
Trevor Patton, Unit #63 Mickey Stalls, Unit #80
and #14 Greg and Debbie Warner

NOTICE OF SALE

DOROTHY L. HALE,
SHAWN HALE.

.
1, . Climate Con:
Available
•24 Surveillanc,
sPost Control

Units at Murray Business Center storage will
be selling as follows Unit #83 Nicholas Flick

Practical Dental Assistant Training

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00076

VS.

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free.

There will be a lien sale storage auction
Tuesday June 18, 2013 at 5:00 at two locations
-consisting of Murray Business Center Storage
and 94 Boat and Mini Storage. We will start the
auction at Murray Business Storage and move
to 94 Boat and Mini Storage immediately following, in Murray, KY.

Registration is now open!
First class is Sept 7th

BANK OF AMERICA. NA.;

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!
753-1916

Notice

Parcel Number: 073-0-0018
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent I 1O'i I of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty (30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12'4
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 130) days, the purchaaer shall execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the purchase price, said bond bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
within thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the C,ommissioner,
but the property shall be sold subject to the 2013 ad valorem taxes.

1
1
1

PLAINTIFF,

North 33 Degrees 53 Minutes 47 Seconds East -26.11 feet to a 04 rebar (set);
South 88 Degrees 05 Minutes 28 Seconds East - 185.40 feet generally along an
existing fence to a #4 rebar 'set);
South 03 Degrees 20 Minetes 07 Seconds West - 199.42 feet generally along an
existing fence toe #4 rehar (set);
South 82 Degrees 33 Minutes 37 Seconds West - 111.40 feet generally along and
existing fence to a #4 rebar Iseti;
North 00 Degrees 34 Minutes 06 neconds East - 32.34 feet to a # rebar isets
South 88 Degrees 19 Minutes 57 Seconds' West 75.22 feet to the point of beginning.
Except any interest in the coal. oil, gas. and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyance, and all rights
and easements in favor of the esthete of said coal, oil, gas, and other minerals, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Dorothy L Hale and spouse, Shawn Hale
who acquired title, with rights of survivorship, by virtue of a deed from Nyle
Mane Tbreak. single, dated April 10, 2006, filed April 12, 2006, recorded in Deed
Book 639, Page 225, County Clerk's Office, Calloway County, Kentucky
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the :
commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty 130) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days_ A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes
This 3rd day of June, 2013
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
'
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00027

'COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 11-CI-00186
JUDITH COGDELL,

ths

Rear Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Saki
Lots For Rent
Fame For Sete
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & API s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services ()Berea
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do. occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060
Help Wanted

ACCEPTING applica
tions for experienced
help
at
Rudy's
Restaurant.
DENTAL
Assistant
wanted for M-W-F
8am-5pm. Seeking reliable & motivated team
player. Primary functions would include
operatory set-up &
breakdown sterilization
& monitoring & cleaning. Send resume to
P.O.
Box
1040V
Murray, KY 42071

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledgescom,
you will be redirected
io johnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this viebsite.
However. as a national
wehsee, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
jots listings. Thank you.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

LOCAL
business
n
e
e
d
s
Receptionist/Data
Clerk 30-40 hours per
week Send resume to
P.O Box 66. Murray,
KY 42071
PADUCAH Sun is currently seeking independent contractors
for the Murray area
Monthly
estimated
route
gross
profit
$1,300 00/mo Contact
Darren Turner
270-575-8792

060
Help Wanted

4 Temporary Farm Workers Needed. EmployerKirnb.ro Farms, LLC - Murray, KY. Perform all
duties of Tobacco Production: including cultivating, irrigating, harvesting, stonng. & packaging,
and other alternative work. Employment Dates:
08/01/2013 - 12/31/2013 $9.80/hr Piece Rate
may be otfered. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided at no cost. Free
housing provided 40 non-commuting workers.
Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when
50% of contract is met Random drug testing
may be done after hire at the employer's
expense. Contact the Kentucky Department for
Workforce Investment at 502-782-3079 and reference fob order KY0489300.

39 inch Vizi° Fl at
Screen TV Like new
1275 270-703-4224

Wint to Buy

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633

Full-time Physician, Nurse Practitioner
or Physicians Assistant
needed for growing family practice.
Qualified applicants may apply at:

BUYING old U.S.
coin collections
Small or large
270-293-6999

1511 Donelson Pkwy., Dover, TN.

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electnc & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109

or send resume to
P.O.Box 219 Dover, TN 37058
931-232-5555

CLASSIFIEDS

28• Thursday, June 13 2013
leaned
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Wes Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Cants,
Currentty has an opening for a
Registered Nurse

Murray Ledger & TIMM,

Lot for Sale .44 acre

Suooku is a flambe' placing puzzle based on a axe gret weh
sevens g*Ierl numbers The ()bowl is to place the numbers le
9 in the empty 54Na/es so that each row, each column erg wath,
3a3 boa contains the same number only once The **Mary *yet
of the Conceptis SuCtoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
arid junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

1 t.
4

r
"t
2-6

Hy [Ids,: rilecri

Concept's SudoKu

•

iftrrit
Pk'

lOpm430am shift
150
Articles
For Sal.

inleftgeligii;ilease aRgti in person
Together we will dedicate our efforts and
performance to be the htghest quality
Equal opportunity employer
Drug free facIlity/AAE

5 Temporary Farm Workers Needed.
Employer: Gary D. Jones - Melber, KY.
Perform all duties of Tobacco & Straw/Hay
Production, including planting, cultivating, irrigating, harvesting, storing, & packaging; and
other alternative work. Employment Dates:
07/20/2013 - 12/31/2013 $9 80/hr. Piece Rate
may be offered Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to non-commuting workers.
Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when
50% of contract is met. Random drug testing
may be done after hire at the employer's
expense Contact the Kentucky Department for
Workforce Investment at 502-782-3079 and
reference lob order KY0487142.

AGRICULTURE
McNeill Labor Management, Inc.. Belle Glade.
FL, is now hinng 49 temporary Corn
Detasselers to work in Bureau, Whiteside. Lee
and La Salle Counties, IL from 7/5/2013 to
8115/2013. Hourly wage of $11.74 or piece
rates ranging from $10.00 to $40 00 per acre to
detassel corn, whichever is higher. Manually
detassel seed corn by finding the tassel, pulling
it off, and throwing it on the ground; remove
rogue plants, weeds and volunteer corn plants
from seed corn production fields. Prolonged
bending and reaching, requires extensive
walking over uneven ground in either dusty or
muddy conditions_ Work is in inclement
weather, especially extreme temperatures
including high heat and humidity. Three quarters of an average of 38.5 hrs./wk guaranteed.
Tools, supplies, and equipment provided at no
cost. Housing provided at no cost if outside
commuting area. If applicable, transportation
and subsistence expense to the job will be paid
upon completion of 50 percent of the employment penod, or earlier_ Apply for this lob at the
nearest office of the SWA in the state in which
this ad appqpred or contact the Peoria IDES
Office, 40e Elm Street, Peoria, IL, 61605,
(309) 495-8955 JO* IL 869613.

.

•

V74-..

Kenlake Foods, located in Murray, KY, a Kroger
owned dry mix and nut processing pnvate label
manufacturer, is now accepting
resumes/applications for
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS(3RD SHIFT)
ENTRY LEVEL PRODUCTION LINE POSITIONS
(2ND AND 3RD SHIFT)
UNE OPERATOR TECHNICIAN TRAINEE
(2ND AND 3RD SHIFT)
PLANT SERVICES/SANITATION (3RD SHIFT)
Kenlake Foods offers a competitive wage and
benefit package, including medical and dental
insurance, 401k Plan, company paid retirement,
vacation and paid holidays.
Applications may be submitted online by going to
www.kroger.com
Select careersiiobs at the bottom of the web page
Select Manufactunng
Select Kenlake Foods
Or apply through CareerBuilder corn to upload
your resume Search The Kroger Company,
Murray KY Jobs
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN
Supporting a Drug-Free Workplace

•••••
BRI00136,8TRATTON

ALL wood night tables
and dresser Navy, burgandy, green loveseat
and couch. Like new
Call 753-3787
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic $195 270-2934121 Can deliver.
DINNING Table-Large
solid oak with six
chairs. Beautiful Great
Condition $500 OBO
Call or text
270-227-1486
MATTRESS and Box
Spring Sets $50/each
931-217-4772
sale.
for
Slabs
(mostly
$10/bundle
Call
hardwood).
5:30-6:30
between
Weds. evening.
270-552-0158
SLABS for sale Mostly
hardwood. $10 a bundle. Call between 530Wednesday
6:00
evenings.
270-522-0158
STRAW $3 50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352

Like new, clean Amana
dryer
&
washer
One lady
$425/ea
owner. Moving- must
sell. 270-559-9080
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
E South 12th Si

605

(270)753-1713
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
** Owner Finance"
48R, 2BA 54.950
down. $695/mo.
Murray near lake.
615-397-3171
1998 16x60 mobile
home. 2BR, 1BA, all
appliances included.
Must be moved. $9,200
o.b.o. Call 270-22E3213 or 270-978-6074
2009 Clayton 16x80,
vinly siding, 313R, 28A
NICE 270-489-2525
2BR, & lot $11,900.00.
753-6012
38R. 2BA mobile home
on corner Lot 503 Bay
Wood Vista Dr.
2 lots, Red Hawk Dr
270-978-1842
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
NICE 26R no pets
753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments
locations
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

Great for your home or spec home.
Corner of Robertson Rd. &
Austin Court (cul-de-sac)
South of W. 94
(270) 293-1600 or (270) 767-9924

4BR house Lease and
deposit required
270-753-4109
LARGE house for rent
in a very nice neighborhood Available the end
of May. 270-976-6000
270-293-9493
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 641 South. No
pets. 227-6431 or
293-6156
360
Storage Rentals

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Commerical Prop. For Rent

2 Auto Shops
Clean up/body work
Newly painted
New heater
1 double bay/
1 single bay

270-485-6122
OFFICE SPACE700ft,
Murray.
downtown
includes
$550/mo
water/g-as/electricity/tra
sh pick-up 104 N 4th
Street Suite C
270-226-1103

Pets 8 Supplies
Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858
puppies
Shih-tzu
CKC
Male/female,
shots/wormed, $250$300 270-804-8103
410
Public Sae

THE PC3wEi4

BRIGGS & STRATTON is seeking part-time
employees for seasonal production. The
following part-time schedules are available.
16-firs weekly (T/TH): 4:00pm - 12:30am
24-firs weekly (MWF): 4:00pm - 12,30am
30-hrs weekly (M-F): 4:00pm - 10:30pm
30-hrs weekly (M-F): 12:30am-7:00am
Benefits include paid holidays, productivity
rewards, and employee appreciation events. A
drug screen and background check is required
and provided by the company. Applications will
be available online at eefetilascgsgrn
Applicants will remain active for 90 days
Please be sure to complete the online
application to include previous employment
history (previous manufactunng expenence
preferred.) Come and join a company with an
established reputation of excellence.
Eltiggs & Stratton is an equal opportunity employer

2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR apt partially furnished, some utilities
paid, no pets, $320/mo
767-9037
2BR, 1BA Townhouse,
W/D included. Starting
at $500. Please call
753-7559
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today.
appointment
270-753-2905

Immediate openings for full time

Apartments

Assembly Workers in the Murray area

I BR from $345
2BR from $375

Local CPA Firm masking Individual
experienced In Ouickboolis,
Non-profit/Gov•mmeintel Auditing, and tax
preparation. CPA Preferred. Competitive
MISR*

and bensilts available.

Please send resume to
PO. Box 1040-0, Murray, KY 42071

Public Sale
HUGE yard sale Fnday
& Saturday, June 14 &
at
8am-?
15.
Mobile
Northwinds
Home Park on N 16th
St.'tots of Everything."
Rain cancels.

Real Est*

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs

Send resume to idavidOinf-grp.corn
or call 270-767-2518

410

320
Apartments For Rent

Infinity Group

Indoor climate, shift work required, drug
free & physical assessment must be met.

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

270-753-8556
1505 Duirsid Dr,
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
r Equal opportunity

c

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 0 711

Murray Ledger & noes Fair
tiousing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
Is subject to the Federal Fair
flou.ing An, which make. it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or diScnmination bawd on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or inteo.
non to make any such preference", limitation., or discnminalion
State laws torbid discnmination
in the -ale, rental or adeertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
he will knowingh accept any
advertising for real estate which
snot in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
a% pia* on an equal opportunib hams
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements contact NAA Cournel
Rene f' Milers (7031640-100).

p••••111.r
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4BR, 3BA, 2,500 sq.ft.,
2 acres, 2 car garage
New h&a, roof, windows. appliances, cabinets. Every sq.ft. has
&
touched
been
redone. Higgins Dr
121N $159,000
270-489-2250
Bnck home Full basement, 2 car attached
carport barn with pasture, 1 mile from
Murray Owner financing $136,500
227-9885, 978-0270

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

2
3
89
6

1,800 sg ft bnck, 3BR
1 58A, 1 5 acre lot
New hardwood floors
1 mile north of North
Elementary $132,500
227-1219

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
StorageEastside
HWY 94 East- 10'x33'
storage units.
270-519-5588

63
9
5
6
1
42
3

197

Term

Darr

WR1 BEA
MINI
STORAGE'
_N111111111
Units
1.11111"V1 Size
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
ladastrialiCamarclaUllesklaseal

$12 W1111stell Ave.

(270) 759-0890

, 753-3853

isi\
tur"
McCUISTON

GARLAND
RENTAL

293-7872

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

and 24/7 Surveillance

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TRUCKING

2004 Ford Taurus SE.
good
Runs
194,000/miles Needs
new tires, one powerwindow motor, and a
cleaning.
thorough
$1,200 270-759-2276
2000 black BMW. 328ci
2dr coupe, garage
75k original
kept,
miles. $10,000.00
270-556-3576

1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction. New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

Hill Electric'
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
wwwhillelectric.com

Tractor & Dozer Work
Dirt work, Hauling.
Bush hogging, Top soil,
Garden tilling,
Driveways, White rock,
Mulching, etc.

270-227-0906

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

Inatallatioe
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch (270)293-8686

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CAREI
in at

270-293-4020

•Seal coating &
striping

(270)759-0501
LAWN Meeeing
Free Estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

Greg Mansfield

Visit
kentuckylake
remodeling.com

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
'Trimming
-Removal

Grinding
-Firewood
•Insured

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

Greet Hometown

759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

(270) 293-8480

MOVING
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

1 err

*/), , A •
•iitsiorin.i.

it

(270

2-)-.44

YARD SALE

Fri. 7AM-3PM &
Sat. 7AM-12PM

Fri—Sun.
8AM-5PM

Sat.
7AM-1 PM

Vinyl albums, antique
furniture and other
items, framed prints,
kitchen/household
Kerns and
much, much more!

Furniture, tools,
power tools,
clothing, household,
portable A/C, kitchen,
everything must go!

Lots of movies,,
XBox games,
teen ciothtng,
odds and ends.

GARAGE
SALE
9th St.
So.
605

VWF YARD
SALE
Natl. Guard.

cr...
tr-f,tt:

(Saratoga Subdivisioni

YARD SALE
Corner 94E
& Post Oak
Thurs.—Sat.
9AM-5PM
Appliances, antiques,
collectible, china,
dishes, furniture,
housewares, clothing
(all sizes, name
brands, baby leans,
baby), toddler beds,
new items every day.

Fri. & Sat.
7AM—?
Annual Mutti-Family
Carport Sale.
Lots of bargains
for everyone.
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toys, books,
something for everyolea.
Thanks for
Mk-COM.

Semi fie ID

1667 Irvin Cobb Rd.

Fri. & Sat.

7AM—"

Plus size clothes.
juniors name brand clothes, shoes.
men's clothing, children's items.
books home remodeling items
Christmas decor. Easter items,
home decor household items
finishing items

fIs

YARD
SALE

Quality Work
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decor, household
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MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE

arns •ve

Call Mike
270-227-7074

A

1406 B
Hillwood Dr.

Creek

Behind McDonalds

DRYWALL & painting
no lob too big or small
Free estimates Call
Logan at
270-293-0476

t, ii, s

1215
Peggy Ann D

89 Rippling

oeri _
Mowing 5
Trimming

Van P

Don t spend your money 00 of
keep it ince'
state

YARD SALE
• weekly & special pick
• locally owned/operated

MICKE`r WILSON
DEVEL OPMENT

(270) 489-2839
HALL'S WASTI
MANAGIADA I

Terms

Garage 6
Yard Sale
DIRECTORY

Specializing in kitchen
8 bath remodeling
Decks 8 Porches
Fully insured

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1100
ALSIXtetaindliii6/

ANUNI10$1

YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

Ky Lake
Remodeling

270-873-9916

ye

•Asphalt Installation

40 yrs. experience

•Stump
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

All Veer UFOs Ned:

270-753-2905

We Finance
hollandmotorsales corr
270-753-4461

• Crafts
step

Licensed & Insured

Protecting your house
like it is our hous&

call today
to reserve your storage unit

Used Cars

Over 28 Years
Experience

••:.•

Free Estimates

All sizes available
2007 Kawasaki zx6r.
120k miles. Many add
ons. $5,900 0.13.0.
270-227-5450
2002 Harley Davidson
deucey.
softail
low
cutomized,
mileage, $9000, serious inquires only. 270978-2111 or 270-2270067-leave a message

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Old
glass
dish c.
cases,
wicke
center,
cabinet
shelve.
registi
Chnstm

270-293-1924

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights, Electricity.

705S

ROOFING
Replacement and pc!.

"If you've gut it we ear store If
ON golf course. 3,100
sq.tt custom home built
in 2006. 4BR 2BA,
office, formal dining
room, sunroom, extra
storage space, and
oversized 3 car garage
with work area
270-759-9848

I
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PUBLIC AUCTION

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday JUNE 15, 2013 10:00 Ail 4
4(enny Outland Estate
855 Flint Road Murray, KY 42(171,!; '-
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ESCOTT
,OFING
28 Years
)erienCe
70-873-7700

Saturday JUNE 15, 2013 10:00 AM
705 SOUTH 4th STREET MURRAY, KY42071
GENE & JO'S FLORIST
Old mantLe with mirror. (3) large glass door display's,
nice odd
glass door bookcase, nice old kitchen cabinet with flour bin,
large
dish cabinet, nice old pedestal table, table and 4
charts, display
cases, wrought iron glass top table, secretary. odd dish
cabinet,
wicker shelves, coffee and end tables, chit-robe. entertair
snent
center, couch; loveseat, computer desk, office desk,
stools, filing
cabinets, book shelves, baby bed, quill box, theater
sees, metal
shelves, wooden peg boards, balloon machine, large
safe, cash
register, wedding candelabra, figurines. vase, (2) flower
carts,
Christmas items. cast iron skillets, large hanging gas
heaters, 48"
vent fans, 2 wheel trucks, Craftsman 10" radial arm
saw,
Craftsman table saw. mantle table grinder, floor jack, bolt
bin, 20'
step ladder, Craftsman 1 8hp 44" cut riding mower, exercise
equipment, much much more the building is kill .

For your
Dan P I I

conti,
Auctioneer/Sales ticrit.ote

4.4 Ductioneer license

ierry D. Paschall KY

Broker/Ituctiuliver

TN Auctioneer license # f$ TN Firm # 5816. 210-16'?-;2:
,

Saturday,
mH June 15th
Ull 101117 AM
65 Wren wood In, Murrai4Y

at.
k--1PM
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Looking for
something in
particular?
woe Pk.
Sat.

Try running a

"Want to Buy" ad
with us today!

pers.
err-woe
new.
1- 1
vl

For more information ;
(270)527-6024 '
0
on.

otSs1vFtetailei
Starting-al
9451/rnonth (for 12
mos & High Speed
Internet starting at
$14 95/month (where
available.) Save. Ask
Nicol Same Day
tnatallatm, Cali Now,
1-800-254-X105
•
Divorceifirth Or
Without chlkinan
$125 00. includes
name ceetige and
propegy settlement
agreement Save hundreds Fast and easy
Call 1-888-733-7165,
24,7
Meet smglas right now,
No paid operators, iust
real people like you
Beawse frostings,
excbanga,mossages
and connect live Try it
free. Galt now. 1 4138979-2264'
Save on Cable TVI ntemettligital PhoneSatellite; You've got a
choice Options from

That combination of sturdy
legal institutions and strong
political hacking made Hong
Kong an attractive place to take
`shelter. said Guardian journalist
Glenn
Greenwald.
whose
reports last week that exposed
widespread U.S. government.
pmgrarns to colloct telephone
and Internet records were based
on informationlram Snowden.
"There were an good options
for him so it just became a question of weight of ad Mt various
factors," Greenwald said in
Hong Kong un Monday. "There
were probably ettair- places tibia
were more democratic but that
would be more likely to hand
him over to thc United States
because they wouldn't want to

Horoscope

a

-V

Fre.••1••

Sawmills trom only
$3997 00- Make &
Saw Money with your
own bandmill-Cut lurnber any dimension In
stock ready to ship
Free info/DVD
www NorwoodSawmills
con' 1-800-578-1363
ext 300N

•

HONG KONG (API - By
holing up in Hong Kong. the
American defense contractor
who says he leaked information
on classified U.S. surveillance
programs has found an unlikely
refuge from extradition.
It might be temporary. however. Hong Kong's protection of
Edward Snowden is not a given.
As a former British colony,
the territory has a well-established. Western-style legal system. It is home to a boisterous
media and outspoken public that
ardently defend their rights to
expression. And though a semiautonomous part of China. It
ultimately answers atjkijing,
which is often at odds v.ith
Washington.

auction needs

Beane KY

Ail major service
providers Call us to
learn more, Call today
888-686-1281

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
Gun Show June 15-16
Sat 9-5 & Sun 9-4
Lexington Heritage Hall
(430 W Vine St) BuySell-Trade Info (563)
927-8176
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
35 Driver Trainees
Needed, Leam to drive
for Werner Enterprises,
Earn $750 per week,
Local CDL Training
gets you job ready in 3
weeks, 1-877-2431.812
Appty Now' CDL
Drivers in High
Demand, Get your
COL Training in 16
days at Truck America
Training and go to
work, State WIA
Grands and VA
Accepted Tuition
Financing Available 1st
yr avg $38440,000
per ATA (502) 955-

6388 or (866) 2443644

& 0/0's Turbon reim
bursement also availobit), New Student Pay
& Lease Program USA
Truck 877-521-5775
%WAY GoUSATruck corn

Call Now, International
Truck Driving
School/131H Trucking
Company Now Talung
Students, No CDL, No
Problem, State WIA
Program if qualified or
Financing available
888-780-5539
WNWI facebook corrifitdschool

Drivers Training, Class
A CDL Train and work
for us, Professional
and focused training
for your Class A CDL
You choose between
Company Driver
Owner Operator, Lease
Operator or Lease
Trainer (877) 3697192 VAVVI centraltruckdnvingtobs corn

Class A CDL Dnvers
Needed Midwest
Regional Home weekends 38CPM Paid
Orientation Full
Benefits - $1500
Signing Bonus Online
Transport 877-9978999
WNW,' DriveForOnline co

Class A CDL Flatbed
Drivers Needed
Excellent Pay &
Benefits 6 month exp
Min 23yrs of age 877261-2101
Company Driver Team
Dnvers Needed $ 513
per mile + $15/Stop
(split) Long Haul
CDL-A with 1 year
OTR and Hazmat End
Sign-On Bonus Also
Hiring Owner
Operators Call 888705-3217 or apply
online at www dnvenctrans corn

Drivers-Apply Now' 12
Drivers Needed Top
5% Pay Class A CDL
Required 877-2588782 WWW addrivers corn
Flatbed Drivers New
Pay Scale-Start 0
37cpm Up to 04cpm
Mileage Bonus Home
Weekends Insurance &
401K Apply 0
Boydandsons corn
800-648-9915
Home Weekends $1,000 sign on bonus
Regional flatbed.
Guaranteed pay
Excellent pay, benefits
Lease purchase program No tarp freight
0/Ops welcome. 800554-5661 Ext 331
wwwaxtransport.jobs

Drivers - CDL-A $5,000
Sign-On Bonus For
exp'd solo OTR drivers

Hong Kong is unlikely refuie for U.S. secrets

TN Firm # 5815. 270-135-14.

06B
ood Dr.

MISCELLANEOUS

If you have lost or found
a pet
We will run an ad 1 day
for free
PETS
Call
7531916
6 we'll be
glad to help

TN iirm # 5816. 278- 767-92
23

Terms of melon, full settlement day of aucHon wAttr coat*feed
check with proper ID. Lunch available.
Not responsible for accidents.

22i-- 344-i

Benton, KY 4202

Aertion conducted tit
Ihhert Itiulinit.r Real Estate & AuLtirr C

IN firm # 5815. 210-435
41:8
ferry D. Paschall KY
Broker/Rut: ‘.1..er
TN Auctioneer license # 6611i

U0-227-11003

1 WILSON
OPMENT

Earn Ma Day
Insurance AWNS
Needectloads, No
Cold Calla:
C.ammiasioas Paid
Oaartileltitte
Renewal% Complete
Trairtraz Health &
Denial traterarice ute
License Required Carl
1-888-713-6020

1001 Main Street

TN Auctioneer license # 241
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HECReiefiTED

Approx. 16,500 Sq. Ft

Husqvama 23hp 48in deck riding mower,
Briggs and SOIStian 5500
watt generator 8250 starting watt.
Craftsman 10' table ply. Delta
bandsaw on stand, Porter Cable air
natters, pressure *usher 3500
psi, Shp, Hitachi 10' table saw.
Dewalt heavy duty 20x. Wader level
with tripod and grade rod. Craftsma
n 10" bandsaw, Craftsrsan gas
blower, Craftsman and Stihl line trimmers,
Ryoby rechargeable
tools. Ryobi 8 1/4' miter saw, Poulan
Pro chainsaw, 4ft. 6ft. 8f1
Werner step ladders, aluminum siding
brake, hand tools, Wagner
paint spray, portable dust vacuum, hi-lift
jack, Lasko 20' power fan,
Bosch router and table, full boxes of nails,
extension cords,
furniture lamps, 2 metal bar stools, work
lights, Skil router bits,
cutting torch gages, hose and head,
come-a-longs, be sanders,
Taskforce wood and metal drill bits, c-cla
mps, Bosch Alec dnlls,
block plains. Dremel grinder set, tie down
straps,
tools,
Nordic Track skier, Stride Trainer 310,
Norditrack S3000 treadmill,
cup and saucer sets, salt and pepper sets,
old glass, gOlidubs.
and much more
Terms of auction, full settlement day of
auction with ("ash or good
check with proper ID.. Lunch available.
Not responsible for accidents.

so

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

Former CFSB Operations BuiliEng

For tour auction needs contR•
Darrell Bane KY Ructioneer/S
alPs fit ..ite
rs, LLC
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HAPPY EURTHDAY for Friday,
June 14, 2013:
This year you manifest an
extremely idealistic side of your
personality. People are not used
to seeing you as a dreamer. The
more you tap into your imagination. the eaNier it will be to bring
concepts -to life. If you are single, let a relationship evolve for
a year before you decide it is the
real deal. If you are attached, the
two of you could fight because
you view things differently. Try
to accept your sweetie as he or
she is, and learn to take the good
with the bad. If you do. your
relationship will become more
dynamic. VIRGO is detail-oriented.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so: 1 Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
a*** You could get the lion's
share of your work done if you
prioritize, It might not be worth it,
as many of you will be content
just tidying up your desk and
doing nothing more, Use your
imagination in order to get others
to share their ideas. Tonight:
Happy close to home
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** Levity builds all day
long. Handle what is serious or
what cannot be put off any
longer, Give up a need for control, arid defer to others. An
associate cnigbt be testy. A meeting could'transform into a fun
get-together. Relax -- don't worry
so much Tonight: Paint the town
red.
GEMINI (1111y 21-June 20)
**** Stay centered and know
your pricnies. Your family will
take tv'ot !additional time you
have, even though you might
prefer to deal with other matters.
You might feel as though you are
running around, putting out one
fire after another Tonight: Do
only what you want,
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Speak your mind, but
use your ability to soften the
words Others will respond better
as a resutt. Reach out to someone at a dlulaince in order to get
some feedback. You will gain a
more compIete perspective if
you do. Tonight: Invite a friend or

resist the pressure that' the
United States would undoubtedly apply to get him."
However, the U.S. is one of
the largest investors in Hong
Kong, a major business center
for East Asia. The U.S. and
Hong Kong also have an extradition treaty and routinely cooperate on requests to transfer
criminals: in one high-profile
case. Hong Kong extradited
three al-Qaeda suspects to the
U.S. in 2003.
While Beijing at times stands
up to Washington, it may not
want to for Snowden. Beijing
has often criticized foreign governments for harboring critics of
its Communist government.
China also is seeking U.S. coop-

eration on retrieving corrupt
Chinese officials who have fled
to America, often with sizeable
assets.
Cyberhacking
and
cyberespionage have emerged as
the newest friction in relations
that Presidents Barack Obama
and Xi Jinping pledged over the
weekend to improve.
"I can't imagine that after all
this effort, they're going to let
this one thing make a mess of
it," said David Zweig, an expert
on Chinese politics at the Hong
Kong University of Science and
Technology.
Still, the extradition treaty
gives Hong Kong ways to say
"no.': The U.S. and Hong Kong
concluded the treaty
with
Beijing's blessing.

by Jacqueline Bigar
co-worker to join you.
LEO (July 23-Aug. Z2)
*** You might be move concerned about security-related
matters than you have been in a.
while. You also could discover
some errors in your budgeting.
Make an adiustrtirent, then
decide how .to remedy the prob.
lem. Sometimes you refuse to
see the obvious. Tonight: All
smiles.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You hit, one of your
power days this month, and you
finally will decide •to deal with.
someone who is biting cldficult in
your immediate -environment.
You might not get the responte
you desire, but At, least you'll
have said your - piece. Tonight:
Whatever makes you happy.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22),
*** You Might Wot be content
with an unexpeCted 'change that
could affect you linandatty. You
can talk the issde out, but at thu
moment, you don't see 'eye .to
eye with anyone. When you are
working through a personal
issue, you ate .conceptualizing.
Tonight. Get same extra rest,

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Zero in on what is important. Know that you sometimes
.push others away with your reticence. Be willing to discuss a
problem. Have a discussion with
a new friend or loved one. You
migtff not be speaking in clear
enough terms. Tonight: Where
your fnends are.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Others exhibit a type of
friendliness in the morning that
you never thought you would see
again. Seize the moment. If you
wart until later, you might not
have the same interactions, as
people will be seeing situations
in a different light. Timing counts.
Tonight: Among the crowds.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You seem capable of
taking in a lot of changes.
information might be fluctuating,
and new facts could continue to
appear. A meeting could be uninspiring, as far as resources and
Ideas go. Your imagination
proves to be an endless source
of creativity. Tonight: Be around
Music.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Allow greater flow
between you and others. You
have many good ideas. A key
loved one relishes his or her
one-on-one time with you. You
offer up resolutions that are hard
to resist. These interactions add
to the dimension of a personal
relationship. Tonight: At a
favorite place.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You could have much
to add to a discussion, but someone who is very practical and
perhaps set in his or her ways
might not see the beauty of a
concept. Though it might be hard
to converse with this person, you
will make the effort to do so.
Tonight: Happiest with a loved
one.
BORN TODAY
Business
magnate
Trump (1946)

Donald
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Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at www.Jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2013 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Looking Back
Tea years ago
The Calloway County Board
of Education recognized 13
retiring faculty and staff, including Carolyn Enoch, M.J
Cooper, Diana Tadock, Fonda
Grogan. Donna Herndon,Susan
Walker,
Blackford, Wanda
Sheila Nance. Tommy Greer.
Pat Cherry. Patricia Lassiter.
Phyllis Robinson and Cleo
Colson.
The team of Tony, Jacob,
Allen, Jeremiah, Zach and
Mjcah Rayburn captured the
championship flight of the
Racer Classic, held recently at
Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Murray State University faculty recipients of Humana Faculty
Development Grants were Dr.
Reika Ebert. Dr. Therese St.
Paul. Dr. Meg Brown. Dr. Janice
Morgan and Dr. C. Michael
Waag.
Charles Taylor. an employee
of Westside Veterinary Services,
was the speaker at a Murray
Rotary Club meeting. He shared
entertaining stories about treating animals in a vet service.
Twenty years ago
Vanessa Fike won a 4-foot oak
porch swing at a recent Arts and
Crafts Street Fair held at the
Bel-Air Shopping Center.
The winners of the Bass'N
Gals couples tournament held in
May were Jerry and Jeannie
Maupin. second place and big
bass; and Burnette Ferguson and
Robert Lowe,first place.
Anne Adams. director of the
Murray Tourism Commission,
was pictured distributing 1993
Freedom Fest concert tickets to
Steve Bell. owner of Sunset
Boulevard Music.
Happy Chambers of Mountain
Valley Water recently went to
Washington D.C. as a represen-

tati‘c of- the International
Bottled Weer Association.
Thirty years ago
l'here were 1.300 athletes,500
Luise:hes and 600-800 ‘oltinteers
in‘oket1 in the Kentucky
Special Olympics held June 10
and 11 at Stev.art Stadium,
according to Gayle Wadlington,
Area I Coordinator and Games
Coordinator.
Forty years ago
Mr. Bojangk was the top car
the
at
night
Saturday
Montgomery County Dragway
in Clarksville, Tenn. The car
was owned by Ned Jones and
Rob Walston Jr., of Murray.
The Gospel-Aires, a local
singing grDup, was to be among
five groups featured at a big "all
night" singing June 16 at Grove
Junior High School in Paris.
Tenn.
County Judge Robert 0.
Miller and Mayor Holmes Ellis
signed a two-year contract with
the Professional Ambulance
Service of Paducah after
increased costs and federal regulations caused local funeral
homes to discontinue their
emergency ambulance services.
Pork chops were advertised at
79 cents per pound.
Fifty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Tucker
were attending the Rotary
Convention at St. Louis, Mo.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital from June 10- I 2
included a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Harrison and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Ray Thurman.
Fryers were advertised at 23
cents per pound.
Sixty years ago
The fifth annual North-South
Cage Classic was held at the
Carr Health Building at Murray
State CoIlqie. .

Murray Ledger &
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Learn signs of elder abuse to 'Prediabetes' is wake-up call
for lifestyle change
prevent it from happening
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for for the grace of God, go you and
all you do to keep our seniors
•••••
safe. Saturday. June 15, is World
Elder Abuse Awareness Day. On
DEAR ABBY: I was married
that day. communities in the USA to a wonderful man, "Ted," who
and all over the world will spon- was 20 years my senior. In social
sor events to highlight the grow- situations his adult children would
ing tragic issue of elder abuse.
introduce me as "Dad's wife" or
Your readers -- young and old "Ted's wife." Sadly, my husband
should passed away. and his children no
know that the longer know how to refer to me
U.S. Admin- socially.
I was recently asked by Ted's
istration on
Aging esti- children how I wished to be intromates that as duced, but I'm not sure. I don't
many as 5 think "stepmother" is appropriate
million sen- because I'm only four to seven
are years older than they are. Do you
iors
or have any ideas as to what might
abused
neglected be appropriate? -- "MARILYN"
each year in IN NEW JERSEY
United
the
DEAR "MARILYN": You
be introduced as "Dad's
States.
could
By Abigail
Elder widow," "my late father's wife"
Van Buren
abuse can be or simply by your name.
physical, emotional, financial and
DEAR ABBY:Some friends are
sexual. It also includes people
who are neglected. Elders who in the process of adopting two
are abused are twice as likely to children internationally. Early on,
be hospitalized, four times as like- they had a garage sale with the
ly to go into nursing homes and proceeds going toward the adoption. I was excited for them and
three times as likely to die.
Elder abuse can be prevented wanted to help. However, this was
if everyone would learn the warn- soon followed by more requests
ing signs and report it to Adult -- for yard sale donations, two
Protective Services or the police more garage sales, the "opportuif they' suspect it is happening. - nity" to buy expensive coffee
- MARY TWOMEY, MSW. UNI- online, a fundraising dinner, and
VERSITY OF CALIFORNIA- then a solicitation for me and
others to provide a "virtual showIRVINE
DEAR READERS: I was dis- er" of plane ticket money.
Each time I am notified about
mayed to learn that 90 percent
of elder abuse happens at the another fundraiser. I feel less and
hands of a family member or a less charitable. I have never been
caregiver. The descriptions of the asked for money for the same
kinds of treatment these elderly. thing in so many different ways
adults experience are frightening. in such a short time. While I'm
and frankly, not suitable for read- thrilled with their desire to adopt.
ers of all ages. That is why I am I am increasingly disgusted and
urging readers to get more infor- put off by their continued pleas
mation on this important subject for money. Am I wrong to be so
upset about this? -- A LITTLE
by visiting www.ncea.aoa.gov.
We can all stop this scourge TICKED OFF
DEAR TICKED OFF: It
if we know what to look for and
are willing to speak up when we appears your "friends" are taking
see the warning signs. There. but advantage of your generosity. It

Dear Abby
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In 1886., King Ludwig II of
Bavaria drowned in Lake Stareberg.
In 1927, aviation hero Charles
Lindbergh was honored with a
ticker-tape parade in New York
City.
In 1935, James Braddock
claimed the title of world heavyweight boxing champion from Max
Baer in a 15-round fight in Long
•
Island City, N.Y.
In 1944, Germany began
launching flying-bomb attacks
against Britain during World War
11.

In 1957, the Mayflower II, a
replica of the ship that brought
the Pilgrims to America in 1620,
arrived arPlymouth. Mass., after
a nearly two-month journey from
England.
In 1966, the Supreme Court
ruled in Miranda v. Arizona that
criminal suspects had to be
informed of their constitutional
right to consult with an attorney
and to remain silent.
In 1981, a scare occurred during a parade in London when a
teenager fired six blank shots at
Queen Elizabeth II.
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lain a normal Wood sugar. The
cycle escalates. Finally, the pancreas cannot keep up with the
demand for more and more instdin.
As a result, blood glucose levels remain elevated.
Diabetes increases the chances
of having a heart attack. stroke
or other form of cardiovascular
disease. It can lead to blindtless.
kidney disease and loss of feeling in the legs.
Fortunately, you have the.
opportunity to make changes that
could keep you from ever going
down that road. I recommend
this three-part strategy to help
stave off diabetes:
-- Modest weight loss.
-- Increased physical activity.
such as walking 30 minutes a
day. Even if it doesn't help you
to lose weight, the regular physical activity will reduce your risk
of getting diabetes.
-- Choosing a healthy, wailbalanced diet that emphasihes
fruit, vegetables, whole grains
and lean protein.
Not everyone with prediabetes
goes on to develop diabetes, but
many do. You've gotten the warning. Now it's up to you to respond.
If you want to avoid getting diabetes. you can do more to protect yourself than your doctot
can do for you. And the solutions are all "natural" -- no medicines or medical procedures are
necessary.
These lifestyle changes are
healthy for everyone, but espe.
cially for people like you who
are at high risk for getting
betes. No. it's not easy to make
the changes, but it's a lot easier than living with the complications of diabetes.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physic**.
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston. MA'
02115.)
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WHY WOULD YOU EVEN OPEN THE
THEATER DOORS IF
-lir- YOU RAN
— OUT OF

tr'S
SORRY YOU D1OWT
PROUDLY
ENJOY TIE
MY FAULT
MOVE,
FOR HAVING
DEAR
SUCH HIGH
EXPECTATIONS

NOW
SHOW

BAKING
SODA
MIGHT
NEED
SOME
HELP
Dear
Heloise: My
FREEZER
D
N
A
FRIDGE
smell! I do
have boxes of baking soda in
both, yet they still smell moldy.
E. Reed. via
What do I do?
fax
Simply putting a box of baking soda in the fridge probably
won't do it. There are many other
causes for such a smell. Start by
checking for leaky containers and
old leftovers, and clean out the
veggie bins!
Then, using equal parts white
(or apple cider) vinegar and water.
wipe down the inside of your
refrigerator. Wash the walls, bins
and shelves.
Go ahead and put a new box
of baking soda (or a bowl of baking soda on a shelf) in to help
absorbfuture odors. For more great
timesaving and money-saving hints
using vinegar and baking soda,
order my two pamphlets by sending $8 and a long, self-addressed.
stamped (86 cents) envelope to:
Heloise/Baking SodalVinegar, P.O.

by
Heloise

Box 795001, San Antonio, TX
78279-5001. Keep in mind that
the baking soda in the refrigerator should be replaced often. and
DO NOT use it for evoking afterward! The odors it absorbed could
transfer into your food!.. Heloise
CORNER HELPER
Dear Heloise: I have a hint
for if you have an area rug where
one of the comers starts to curl
up. Find a circular metal washer
the size of that corner of the rug.
Turn over the corner and measo
ure to make sure the washer fits
WITHIN the corner. Take a needle and thread, and sew the washer to the rug. The weight of the
washer will relax that corner.
Diane W. in Kentucky
You can use duct tape, too.' - Heloise
CLEANING CAPS
Dear Heloise: Please, please
reprint the instructions on how to
wash my caps to remove the sweat
stains. I cut the column out of
the paper but lost it. I have to
save my caps! -- Esther M. in
Texas
Oh no. Esther! Don't worry.
You can try a couple of things.
Just be sure the caps are not old
or valuable and are washable.
You can wash them by hand
with gentle soap and water. scrubbing the inside stains with a toothbrush. Rinse well under running

water, then hang to dry or place
on an upside-down metal bowl.
You also can use the TOP rack
of the dishwasher. Take a clothespin to secure each cap to the top
rack. Use the normal amount of
dishwasher detergent,stop the dishwasher after the rinse cycle,remove
the caps and hang to dry. -Heloise
KEEP FRESH
Dear Heloise: I fill the "make
your own tea bags" with rice. I
then put one in cereal, chips,
crackers, powdered drink mix or
anything else that can get stale.
Then I seal the bag shut with a
clip. It keeps items fresh numb
longer -- Roger in Indiana
SAVE EXTRAS
Dear Heloise: Even the occasional visit to a fast-food restaurant can leave you with extra
condiment packages and ptasticware. I save all these for traveling, camping or for the occasional picnic. -- Judy,K. in Washington
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise. P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000. or you can fax it to 1210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. 1 can't
answer your letter personally bar
will use the best hints received
in my column.
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Hints From Halalse

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. June 13,
the 164th day of 2013". There are
201 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 13. 1983, the U.S.
space probe Pioneer 10. launched
in 1972, became the first spacecraft to leave the solar system as
it crossed the orbit of Neptune.
On this date:
In 1842.Queen Victoria became
the first British monarch to ride
on a train, traveling from Slough
Railway Station to Paddington in
/5 minutes.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I recently had some blood tests done,
and my doctor told me I have
"prediabetes." What does this
mean? Do I have diabetes or
not?
DEAR READER: Diabetes
doesn't usually appear all of a
sudden. Many people have a long.
slow,invisible
lead-in to it
called prediabetes. During
this period,
blood sugar
are
levels
higher than
normal. However, they're
high
not
to
enough
cause sympBy
toms or to be
Dr. Anthony classified as
Komaroff
diabetes. It's
still possible
at this stage to prevent the slide
into full-blown diabetes. Think
of prediabetes as a wake-up call.
Type 2 diabetes is a chronic
disease marked by high levels of
sugar in the blood. During digestion, carbohydrates are broken
down into simple sugars, primarily glucose. Glucose is an important source of.energy for the body's
cells. But to provide energy to
the cells, glucose needs to leave
the blood and get inside the cells.
Insulin, a hormone produced
by the pancreas, signals the cells
to extract glucose from the blood.
When levels of glucose in the
blood rise (for example, after a
meal),the pancreas produces more
insulin. That drives more glucose into the cells.
Type 2 diabetes occurs when
your body's cells do not react
efficiently to insulin. As a result.
not as much glucose is driven
into the cells, and more stays in
the blood. As glucose starts to
build up in the blood, the pancreas makes extra insulin to main-
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